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ABSTRACT 

 

Working capital is an essential component which constitutes the capital of businesses, 

expecially for construction companies due to high demand of using capital. It appears in 

almost stages of the process of business. Thus, working capital management directly 

effects on firm’s performance. HUD1 Investment and Construction Joint – Stock 

Company, which one of the most major company in the construction industry is selected 

for this research. Although HUD1 Company is determined as a noticeable company and 

derived from HUD Housing and Urban Development Corporation, its performance is not 

really good in a period of 2011-2013. Net working capital management is inefficient and 

needed to improve. Therefor, the aim of this thesis is to analyze and identify the situation 

of working capital management in HUD1 Investment and Construction Joint – Stock 

Company in the period of 2011 – 2013. It also recognizes reasons and main factors which 

effect on company’s profitability and efficiency as well as its performance following by 

recommendation on suitable methods and strategies to improve the efficiency of working 

capital management. 

The report includes five main chapters, including Introduction, Literature Review, 

Methodology, Analysis and Findings and Conclusion and Recommendations. The first 

chapter provides a background of topic and HUD1 Company along with three research 

questions: “What is working capital and how important is working capital management to 

companies?”, “What is the situation of working capital management in HUD1?”, and 

“What are the solutions to improve the efficiency of working capital management in HUD1 

Company?” The second chapter reviews major concepts and relative knowledge of 

previous studies, which is useful for findings chapter. The Methodology chapter points out 

the most suitable research approach and data collecting method for the study. The next 

chapter will show company’s performance by using models and collected specific statistic 

as well as find out main findings about the situation of company in three years (2011-

2013). Finally, Conclusion and Recommendations chapter summarizes the entire research 

and give possible recommendations and solutions for HUD1 Company to improve the 

efficiency of working capital management following by limitations and future of the 

project. 
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CHAPTER I – INTRODUCTION 

1.1. BACKGROUND 

1.1.1. Topic background 

Working Capital (WC) is a financial measure which help us see the operating 

liquidity available of a business. Positive Working Capital is required to ensure that a firm 

has ability to continue its operations or not. Moreovers, it shows that it has enough or not 

funds to satisfy both maturing short-term debt and upcoming operational expenses. 

Working Capital Management (WCM) metions to decisions which relate both Working 

Capital and short-term financing include controling the relationship between a firm's short-

term assets and liabilities. In corporate finance’s view, Working Capital Management 

affects directly on profitability and liquidity of the company so it is a very important issue 

in the process of making financial decision.  Joshi (1994), said that Working Capital 

Management is also a very sensitive issue in the management field.  In the recent time, 

especially during the economic recession, Working Capital Management has become one 

of the most necessary areas in making liquidity and profitability when compare among 

firms. We can not deny the significance of working capital management efficiency, 

company often think about how to manage and use it with the most efffeciency because it 

will affect to existence and development of business. The management of Working Capital 

contais accounts receivable, accounts payable, inventory management and cashhas that 

contributed an irreversibility role in performance of any firm. 

With Vietnam firms, consideration about the effectiveness of Working Capital 

Management is not able to be ignored by investors. A business can give very good sales 

figures, large value of assets, capital scale massive, etc. However, these numbers are not 

enough to ensure good financial situation of enterprises. Their capital might be stagnant in 

stored or circulation, and probably losing business due to insolvency irrecoverable debts 

from customers. Consequently, managing the financial operation of business include 

working capital management is not only necessary to the company itself but also for any 

investor want to invest to these companies. 

Base on that perception and knowledge corporate finance accumulated when studied at 

FPT University and researched materials from Investment and Construction Joint- Stock 

Company (HUD1), we choose the topic "Improving the efficiency of Working Capital 
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Management – A case of Investment and Construction Joint- Stock Company (HUD1)" to 

analyze, interpret and find out the importance in managing working capital of the firms. 

This essay will apply the theory to the analysis and apply to the specific case of from 

Investment and Construction Joint- Stock Company (HUD1) - a company in the 

construction industry. 

1.1.2. Company background 

HUD1 Investment and Construction Joint- Stock Company directly under Housing and 

urban development corporation was capitalized in December 3, 2003. The company is 

specialized in the field of investment, construction and housing development on 

nationwide. The main function of HUD1 Company is investment and to be a contractor for 

many kinds of building. 

Over 20 years of construction and development, HUD1 Company contributes significant to 

the goal of building and developing residential area and new urban area and plays 

important role in Vietnam’s construction industry. The company’s achievement is 

hundreds of construction projects with high quality recognized by the Ministry of 

Construction. A number of typical projects of HUD1 Company are Hanoi Flower Manision 

IV, The Gallery Atextport, Centre for Development of Vietnamese women, Linh Dam 

Building. Along with the construction sector, the company invests in the property.  

HUD1 is achievement is showed specifically through main data on the Consolidated 

Financial Statements FY of HUD1: 

Unit: million VND 

Year 2011 2012 2013 

Total liabilities 972,527.4 653,450.8 666,888.6 

Total equity 200,504.6 172,126.2 161,567.1 

Total assets 117,3032 825,577 828,455.7 

 

Table 1: Asset and Liabilities- equity of HUD1 (2011-2013) 

During the difficult time of economy, almost business, especially in constructive area even 

have to face with a lot of hard situation and problems. HUD1 also is not an exception.  
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Base on company’s financial data in period 2011 – 2013, we realize there was a strongly 

decrease of revenue that accounted for approximately 45% between 2011 and 2012. In 

2013, the number tends to grew up but not noticeable. While the number of inventory is so 

large which took over one – third of revenue in all of three years accounts payable was also 

remarkable. In generally, HUD1 Company is meeting with a lot of trouble in working 

capital management. There are a large number of working capital of company has being 

stagnated and its turn over capability is not good. That makes bad affection on company’s 

performance.   

To sum up, the HUD1 needs more take care about managing working capital to ensure the 

stability of business operations. 

1.2. RESEARCH SCOPE 

The research focuses on the management of working capital in HUD1 Investment and 

Construction Joint - Stock Company. Accordingly, the study will use the secondary data to 

compare and analyze activities, conditions and performance of the company. The 

secondary data are the financial statements of HUD1 in the period of 2011- 2013. This 

aims to evaluate and bring out solutions for improving the efficiency of working capital 

management of HUD1.  

1.3. RESEARCH QUESTION 

Based on the topic and analysis above, the research is aimed at dealing with three main 

questions on how to enhance the efficiency of working capital management for HUD1 

Investment and Construction Joint – Stock Company:  

a. “What is working capital and how important is working capital management to 

companies?”This question related to companies in the construction industry in 

Vietnam 

b. “What is the situation of working capital management in HUD1?” This question 

focuses on the case of HUD1.  

c. “What are the solutions to improve the efficiency of working capital management 

in HUD1 Company?” 
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1.4. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

To answering sufficiently the above research questions, directing and improving affection 

for the research, we identified and found out research objectives as the below. 

First, the purpose of this thesis is to look at philosophy and hypothesis of working capital 

management and discover how it work in business. Base on that, we want to make a clear 

theoretical basis to studying and approaching problems of controlling working capital in 

real case of HUD1 Company.  

Then, the research will analysis and identify the current situation of working capital 

management in HUD1, and concurrent evaluating its influence with the business in period 

of 2011–2013. Base on theories and real data of company, we will find out its problems, 

recognize the reasons and how them effects on company’s profitability and performance.  

Finally, the thesis also will give out recommendation on suitable method and model as well 

as strategies what help company solve their problems and improving the efficency of 

working capital management.    

1.5. THESIS STRUCTURE 

Chapter I – Introduction: This chapter related to the research introduction, consisting of 

the topic and company background following by the research scope, research questions, 

research objectives and the relevance of the proposed. 

Chapter II – Literature review: This chapter critically reviews the existing literatures on 

the topic of “Improving the efficiency of Working Capital Management” in the business, 

therefore figure out the gap of literature for the purpose of the study.  

Chapter III – Methodology: This chapter mentions to research philosophies, approaches, 

methods, data collection and analyzing methods and the limitation of research 

methodology. 

Chapter IV – Findings and analysis: This chapter presents and analyzes the collected 

data and provides the effectiveness of key findings. 

Chapter V – Conclusion and recommendations: This chapter summarizes the research, 

presents limitations of the research, brings out solutions to the case of HUD1 as well as 

Vietnamese company and provides possible recommendations. 
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1.6. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, this chapter provides the overview about research topic of working capital 

management in HUD1 Investment and Construction Joint – Stock Company. Besides, this 

paper also summaries about the aims of research by giving out the research questions and 

research objectives. In generally, this paper contributes a current study of managing 

working capital in HUD1 Company. Next chapter, we will carry out finding theories and at 

the same time analyzing relevant literatures in history which support for our approaching 

problems in exiting research.  
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CHAPTER II – LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1. INTRODUCTION 

The review of literature plays an important role in the researches. This chapter brings out a 

basically theoretical foundation about the topic as well as the review on previous 

researches. In the thread of working capital management, the literature review focuses on 

the nature of working capital management, ratios for working capital management 

measure, relationship between working capital management and profitability as well as 

working capital management techniques for improving the efficiency. Working capital 

mainly relates to the liabilities and short – term assets. The importance of working capital 

management on organizations’ performance and sustainability has demonstrated in many 

researches. According to Lamberson (1995), working capital management is the main task 

of company and financial managers are trying to find out the basic working capital drivers 

and the level of working capital. A good management in working capital guarantees for 

maintaining a good liquidity and profitability of the firms. Therefore, companies can keep 

current assets in the stable level and meet short – term obligations to improve the overall 

performance.  

2.2. THE NATURE OF WORKING CAPITAL AND WORKING 

CAPITAL MANAGEMENT 

2.2.1. Working capital 

Working capital is considered as a very essential factor to maintain day –by-day operations 

of a company. The company can operate successfully if it owns an appreciate level of 

working capital. Working capital is a financial measure representing the operating liquidity 

of the firm. According to Jim Riley (2012), it is necessary for every business to have 

sufficient liquid resources for maintaining day-by-day cash flow. Maintaining sufficient 

working capital is very important not only in the short-term but also in a long period of 

time so that a business ensures its survival. If the firms do not have adequate working 

capital, they may need to sell less liquid assets to pay for liabilities and create the liquidity. 

If an organization decides to create liquidity from other resources rather than earnings, it 

may be painful. Working capital buys time until the firms can get back on their feet or until 

income returns to a more normal pattern (Amy Gintner Cooney, 2009). 
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There are many concepts of working capital. In words of Adeniji (2008), working capital 

refers to the capital available for operating day-to-day activities of the firm represented by 

its short-term assets. Another definition describes working capital as an amount of capital, 

which is available to a business. In other words, it means the difference between resources 

in cash or convertible into cash (current assets) and commitments of organizations for 

which cash will soon be required (current liabilities) (Farounbi, 2005). Akinsulire 

(2008) viewed working capital as the items which are requested for the daily production of 

goods to be sold by a firm. 

V. K. Bhalla (2010) mentioned to two interpretations for working capital: Gross Working 

Capital (GWC) and Net Working Capital (NWC). Firstly, Gross working capital is defined 

as the total amount of funds invested in Currents Assets of the business. Net working 

capital represents for working capital and means the differences between short-term assets 

and short-term liabilities. This means when we first deduct all current liabilities from 

current assets, net working capital is calculated: 

Net working capital (WC) = Current Assets (CA) – Current Liabilities (CL) 

With: 

Current Assets are assets which can be converted into cash within an accounting year. In 

other words, current assets are all of assets with the high liquidity. The constituents of 

currents assets consist of cash, marketable securities (short-term investments), account 

receivables, inventory, accrued incomes, prepaid expenses and other assets. 

Current liabilities are obligations which can be repaid within an accounting year. The 

constituents of current liabilities include short-term notes, current maturities of long-term 

debt, account payables, accrued taxes and accrued expenses and wages and other liabilities. 

Net working capital may be positive or negative or zero. A positive net working capital 

occurs if current liabilities are lower than current assets. This indicates that the business 

has paid out cash, keeps total current assets in appreciate level and meets short-term 

obligations. In the contrary, net working capital is negative if current liabilities are greater 

than current assets. Therefore, the firm has the inadequate liquidity and take risks in giving 

bank creditors in the short-term. Zero net working capital indicates the equality between 

short-term assets and short-term liabilities at all time. This claims that a business is good 

not only in generating cash but also speeding up production as well as making more timely 
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deliveries and operating more efficiently. Hence, zero net working capital creates the 

balance manner in financial management of the firms. 

These two concepts of Working capital are not exclusive. The Net working capital is 

appropriate to proprietary form of organizations such as sole-trader or partnership firms. 

On the other hand, the term Gross working capital is suitable to the company form of 

organizations where there is diverse between ownership, management and control (RK 

Sharma & Shashi K Gupta, 2002). 

2.2.2. Working capital management (WCM) 

By achieve the sufficient level of working capital for running daily operations of a 

business, it is essential to consider the management of working capital. Working capital is 

important for every company because it effects directly on profitability and risk as well as 

value of the firm (Smith, 1980). Hence, the management of working capital may have not 

only positive effect but also negative effect on the firm’s profitability, and consequently, 

has both positive and negative impact on the shareholder’s wealth (Amarjit, Nahum and 

Neil, 2010). The main goal of working capital management is to keep the stable level of 

total current assets and satisfy both current obligations as well as operational expenses. 

Besides, the management of working capital also allows the firms to maintain efficient 

levels between each of working capital components in respect to each other (M.S. Nazir 

and Afza, 2009).  

Many previous researches bring out a various definitions of working capital management. 

In words of Harris (2005), working capital management is a simple and explicit concept of 

guaranteeing the ability of the firm to fund the difference between the current assets and 

current liabilities. According to Stanley and Geoffrey (1997), working capital management 

involves the management of company’s short-term assets and the appropriate financing for 

those assets. A business achieves the success when financial executives have the ability to 

effectively management receivables, inventory and payables (Filbeck and Krueger, 2005). 

Therefore, working capital management includes the management of cash, inventory, 

account receivables and account payables. Specifically, cash management points out the 

cash balance which allows the firms to meet day-by-day operational expenses as well as 

reduce cash holding costs. In inventory management, the firms ensure the stable of 

inventory which allows continuous production as the same time reducing investments in 

raw materials and minimizing the costs of re-ordering, and result in increasing cash flow. 
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For the management of account receivables, the businesses tend to guarantee the 

appropriate credit sales (Barine, 2012). The term of account payables management refers to 

the management of policies, procedures and practices made by the firm to manage trade 

credit purchases. Moreover, working capital management also includes setting working 

capital policy and carrying out that policy in day-by-day operations (Brigham and Daves, 

2002). Besides, Weinrsub and Vischer (1998) conducted a study about the issue of 

aggressive and conservative working capital management policies and showed that in 

different industries, working capital management policies are also significantly different. 

Related to the policy in working capital management, Appuhami (2008) indicated that 

making decisions about policies, monitoring the performance of each factors and 

minimizing targets deviations is a frequent and wastes of time. In conclusion, working 

capital management is a main part to improve the liquidity and profitability of 

organizations. 

2.2.3. Working capital management efficiency: 

In the development of working capital management, many researchers have progressed 

with the term of working capital management efficiency. Firstly, working capital 

management efficiency is the fundamental term of corporate strategy to create and improve 

shareholder’s value. Businesses attempt to maintain an optimal amount of working capital 

in order to maximizes their value (Shin and Soenen, 1998; Deloof, 2003; Howorth and 

Westhead, 2003 and Afza and Nazir, 2007). Filbeck and Krueger (2005) analyzed policies 

in managing working capital of 32 non-financial industries in the US with the purpose of 

indicating the importance of efficient working capital management. The results showed a 

significant difference exits among industries in working capital practices overtime and 

those also changes within industries overtime. Implementing efficient working capital 

management is a very useful way to improve income. Working capital management 

efficiency has an appreciably role for not only big corporations but also small firms. Peel 

and Wilson (1996) also emphasized that the effective working capital management and 

good practice of credit management are leading to small firm sector’s health and 

performance. In the same perspective, Kaur.J (2010) pointed out that efficient working 

capital management may improve profitability of an enterprise. In the definition of 

working capital management efficiency, this is described as planning and controlling short-

term assets and short-term liabilities in which remove the ability of being not meet current 

obligations and avoid excessive investment in these assets. 
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When a company is not effective management, this leads to industrial weakness (Yadav 

1986). Moreover, the inefficient in working capital management not only decreases 

profitability but also leads to financial crises. Therefore, some researchers mentioned a 

number of steps to have more efficient management of working capital. Chiou&Cheng 

(2006) indicated that working capital management of the firms can be more efficient when 

operating cash flow increases. Narasimhan and Murty (2001) concentrated on the demand 

of many industries is to improve their return on capital by reducing investment in working 

capital and improving the efficiency in working capital. 

Consequently, in order to enhance working capital management, considering the efficiency 

of working capital management is indispensable part of all companies. A efficient 

management of working capital allows businesses to improve its profitability and liquidity. 

2.2.4. Optimal level of working capital management 

According to Kumar (2010), optimal level of working capital refers to the level which a 

business afforts to pay operational expenditure and has an sufficient amount of cash to buy 

the stocks in case if it does not receive money from debtors on time. Therefore, the optimal 

level of working capital management describes that the company expect to maximize the 

efficiency of working capital management to achieve its goals. In words of Mandal, N 

(2010), there are three main goals in which a company directs forward. Those are adequate 

liquidity, maximization of profitability and minimization of risk. 

In summary, the optimal level of working capital management is the most important goal 

of all companies. If the firms want to achieve this, they need to focuses on three small 

components. Therefore, they will keep the stability of companies and improve 

shareholder’s value. 

2.3. WORKING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT MEASUREMENT 

In this research, we give an overview system of measurement working capital efficiency. 

Evaluating the efficiency in working capital management, it mean that we estimate the 

firm’s liquidity and profitability. Working capital position of a company will be estimate 

through many  ratios such as liquidity ratios (current ratio, quick ratio, cash ratio), activity 

ratios (receivable turnover in days, inventory turnover in days..) and profitability ratio ( 

Return on asset, Return on equity, Gross profit margin).  
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2.3.1. Working capital efficiency 

2.3.1.1. Receivable Turnover in Days (RTD)  

According to study of Maija Vuorikari (2012), in management of working capital, the 

receivables play an important role and it is the element of current assets. Receivable 

Turnover in Days is the average length of time that requires to transform the firm’s 

receivables into cash. The greater number of Receivable Turnover in Days, the shorter the 

time between the sale and collecting the cash for that sale. If receivable turnover need a 

long time to come, the company’s profitability decreases (Raheman et al. 2011, p.288.).  

The formula for calculating Receivable Turnover in Days are as follows:  

 

2.3.1.2. Payable Turnover in Days (PTD) 

Payable Turnover in Days is an important ratio, and shows that how effectively a business 

managing its payables (Manish, 2012). The average period of length among the date 

material purchasing from supplier and when it pay the suppliers for the merchandise in the 

form of cash. Most of the firm need more time for payment of their debt, the delay in 

payment of the company dues has positive impact on the profitability. The company will 

be decrease the pressure from cost and bank loans.  

Calculating the Payable Turnover in Days used following formula:  

 

2.3.1.3. Inventory Turnover in Days (ITD) 

The Inventory Turnover in Days make know how many days on average before inventory 

is turned into account receivables through sales (Vinod Kumar, 2011). Generally, the lower 

the inventory turnover in days, the more efficient in managing inventory of the firm and 

more liquid in inventory. It mean that the inventory is converted fast into sales. On the 

other hands, the higher in this ratio meant that the merchandise is unsold good and is a 

negative sign of liquid assets.  

Inventory Turnover in Days is calculated using following formula: 
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2.3.1.4. Cash Conversion Cycle (CCC)  

The Cash conversion cycle or in some context as Cash-to-Cash Cycle is one of the most 

important component that proprietor should think about when carrying out a cash flow 

analysis in the firm (Rosemary Peavler, 2003). Cash conversion cycle is the time which 

need to take a company to transform its material inputs into cash. It estimate how 

effectively a company is managing its working capital.  

Below is the Cash conversion cycle figure. 

 

Figure 1: Cash conversion cycle 

The Cash Conversion Cycle formula is: 

 

It shows the business owner or financial manager the length of time a dollar collected from 

a customer is turned. CI Staff (2011) said that the lower number, the better. Companies can 

use the cash conversion cycle to comparing with close competitors and estimate 

management efficiency. 
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Shortening the cash conversion cycle will free up more working capital for your business 

(Rosemary Peavler, 2003). Shorter the cash conversion cycle the better the company is off 

because it has to lock up cash for a relatively smaller period of time (Obaidullah Jan, 

2012).  

2.3.2. Liquidity Ratios 

Liquidity ratios defined the amount of capital available or the financial position of a firm to 

invest and spend for its operation. Amadeo Kimberly (2012) said that companies measure 

their financial level by using liquidity ratios. Current ratio, Quick ratio and Cash ratio are 

the most ratios usually used by firms.  

2.3.2.1. Current Ratio 

The current ratio is the most popular and most often used of the liquidity ratios. It is used 

to evaluate the firm’s ability to meet short-term debt such as payment to suppliers and 

accrued taxes and wages.    

To calculate current ratio, we divide current assets of the company by its current liabilities, 

as formulation bellowing:  

 

If the Current Ratio is less than 1, it means that now it not enough liquid assets to pay debts 

coming due. Commonly, a Current ratio is 2 or more is considered a safe measure. From a 

stockholders perspective, however, the higher in liquidity ratios is not always a good thing 

(Parrino, Kidwell and Bates, 2012). It might mean that the company don’t use its current 

assets or its short- term efficiently. Generally, more liquidity is still better and is a badge of 

a healthy company. And if two company have the same Current ratio, the one with high 

proportion of current asset in form of cash and account receivables is more liquid than the 

other with those in form of inventories. We can also estimate the liquidity situation of 

companies by comparing its Current ratio with the average of Current ratio of companies in 

the same field.  

2.3.2.2. Quick Ratio  

The Quick ratio or call as the acid-test ratio or quick assets ratio measures of ability to pay 

its short-term obligations which use the most liquid assets. According to Parrino, Kidwell 
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and Bates (2012), the quick ratio is the same as the current ratio except that inventory is 

rejected to current asset in the numerator. This defined the relationship between the 

number of assets that can be transform to cash and the amount of current liabilities (Harold 

Averkamp, 2003).  

To calculate the Quick ratio, we use the following formula:  

 

Other accurate formula for the quick ratio is the following: 

 

Zainudin et al., ( 2006) said that the company which has high quick ratio will has the better 

position. The acceptable quick ratio is vary from industry to industry. The commonly 

acceptable current ratio, however, is 1. A company which has a quick ratio lower than 1 

indicate that a business can’t be able to repay all debts by using its most liquid assets.; it's 

the bad sign for investors and partners (Irfanullah Jan, 2010)  

2.3.2.3. Cash Ratio 

The cash ratio is the most stringent and conservative of the liquidity ratios. According 

Richard Loth: “the cash ratio is an indicator of a company's liquidity that further refines 

both the current ratio and the quick ratio by measuring the amount of cash, cash 

equivalents or invested funds there are in current assets to cover current liabilities”.  

Here is the formula for the cash ratio: 

 

 

In numerator of the cash ratio doesn’t include inventory or account receivable. In the web 

site about.com, Rosemary Peavler said that most of companies don’t use the cash ratio as 

assess of liquidity because it is so conservative. If the cash ratio of 1:1 would mean that the 

firm is holding too much cash and this lose valuable interest income on firm’s money. 

Their expected cash ratio will be lower than 1. However, in the creditor mind, the cash 
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ratio is 1 mean that the company has ability to pay all current liabilities in short term. So 

creditor usually prefer high in cash ratio.  

2.3.3. Profitability Ratios 

2.3.3.1. Return on equity (ROE) 

Return on equity is the rate of return on the ownership interest or shareholders' equity of 

the common stockholders. It estimates a firm's efficiency at generating profits from every 

unit of shareholders' equity, net assets or assets minus liabilities. ROE shows how well a 

company uses investment funds to generate earnings growth. ROEs between 15% and 20% 

are generally considered good. (Richard Loth) 

The Formula: 

 

ROE is calculated by annual net income divided by total equity, it’s one of the most 

valuable financial ratios and profitability metrics, it measures the profit of a company for 

the owner of the investment. Basically, ROE will equal the net margin multiplied by asset 

turnover multiplied by financial leverage. Splitting return on equity into three parts makes 

it easier to understand changes in ROE over time. 

2.3.3.2. Return on assets 

Return on assets gives an idea as to how efficient of using its assets to creative 

earnings.This ratio is measured by dividing net income (or net profit) of enterprises in the 

reporting period (maybe 1 month, 1 quarter, half year, or a year) divided by average total 

assets of enterprises in the same period. Data on net income or earnings before taxes are 

taken from earnings reports. As property values are taken from the balance sheet 

accounting. Because taken from their balance sheet, should take into account the average 

value enterprise assets. Sometimes this is referred to as "return on investment". 

The Formula: 
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If this ratio is greater than 0, it means profitable business. The higher ratio indicates more 

businesses do business effectively. If the ratio is less than 0, then loss-making enterprises. 

The level of profit or loss are measured as a percentage of the average total value of 

corporate assets. The ratio show effective of management assets used to generate income 

for the business. 

2.3.3.3. Gross profit margin (profit margin)  

Gross profit margin is the ratio of gross profit (total revenue minus cost of sales) in sales 

revenue. It serves as a source to pay the additional costs and savings in the future. Margin 

can be expressed as a portion or all of the financial terms. If the latter, it can be reported on 

the basis or on a per unit basis for each period for a company. It shows the efficiency of a 

business what is using its materials and labour in the production process and gives an 

indication of the pricing, production efficiency of your business, and cost structure.  

The Formula 

 

Higher gross margins for a manufacturer reflect greater efficiency in turning raw materials 

into income. For a retailer it will be their markup over wholesale. Larger gross margins are 

generally considered ideal for most companies, with the exception of discount retailers 

who instead rely on operational efficiency and strategic financing to remain competitive 

with lower margins. 

2.4. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WORKING CAPITAL 

MANAGEMENT AND LIQUIDITY AND PROFITABILITY 

The management of working capital is an essential; element cannot be denied in decision 

related to financial management of a firm. According to Raheman, A. &Nasr, M. (2007), it 

directly effects on a company’s liquidity and profitability. There are numerous researches 

have indicated the relationship among profitability, liquidity and working capital. Lazaridis 

and Tryfonidis (2006), AhsenSaghir (2011) had found a relationship between the 

profitability and the efficiency in working capital management and so did Shin and Soenen 

(1998), Deloof(2003), Quayyum (2011) and many others. 
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Referring to risk and return theory, investment with high risk will lead to high return. 

Therefore, businesses have high liquidity of working capital will have lower risk then 

lower profitability. The issue relates to working capital management, it is necessary for the 

company to consider all the items, accounts and try to balance between the risk and return, 

hence, achieve the optimal level in management as well as overall firm’s performance. 

The term of liquidity refers to the ability of an enterprise to meet current financial 

obligations. In general, the higher value of liquidity, the larger the margin of safety that the 

company possesses to cover current debts. Specifically, an efficient and available working 

capital will facilitate to make all cash transaction decisions such as: daily operation, 

suppliers and creditors payments, retaining expenses, taxes and dividend. According to 

Jose et al. (1996), a business with brilliant long-term outlooks and healthy bottom lines do 

not remain solvent without good liquidity management. Mandal & Dr. B. N. Dutta (2010) 

also stated that a business making no profit may be considered as sick but one having no 

liquidity will die soon.  

2.4.1. Impact of Working Capital Management on Liquidity 

The important ratios that refer to the liquidity position of a business in tradition are current 

ratio and quick ratio. These ratios focus on indicators in balance sheet. In addition, Moss 

and Stine (1993) introduced the concept of cash conversion cycle (CCC) which is another 

useful way to access the liquidity of the firms. Jose et al. (1996) also stated that the cash 

conversion cycle (CCC) is the dynamic measurement of ongoing liquidity management 

because it coordinates both income statement data and balance sheet in creating a 

measurement within a period of time. This indicator measures the time delay from cash 

payments purchased for inventories to the date collect receivables from customers. It looks 

at the amount of time needed to sell inventory, collect receivables and the length of time 

the company is afforded to pay its bills.  

In the study about working capital and liquidity, Nieuwenhuizen& Erasmus, B. (2007) 

pointed out that cash and cash equivalent are the most liquid working capital form request 

continuous supervision. Lack of working capital could make negative effects on the 

liquidity of firm by losing the amount of cash from early payments discount: a big order 

often accompanies with specific amount of direct payment deduction.  
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Generally, most of the empirical studies before had demonstrated the significant impact 

cannot deny of working capital management on liquidity of the company. In addition, these 

researches also pointed out independent components of working capital that directly 

impact to firm’s liquidity, for example, account receivable, inventory and the firm’s 

liquidity indicators such as: cash conversion cycle, quick ratio and current ratio. 

2.4.2. Impact of working capital management on Profitability 

The term profitability refers to the ability to earn profits on static resources (invested 

capital) of an enterprise. So it expresses the relationship between profits and capital. The 

firm is estimated to be successful when its profitability exceeds the weighted average cost 

of capital. The profitability plays as a tool to calculate the firm’s operating efficiency. The 

higher profitability, the more efficiency the firm will be, and vice-versa. The good working 

capital management contains profitable investment of excess cash, minimization of 

inventories, speedy collection of receivables and avoidance of unnecessary and costly 

short-term financing all contribute to the maximization of profitability. 

There have been numerous studies explained the efficiency level of working capital 

management concentrated on profitability as an important element. It is pointed out that 

working capital management has the effective result in low level of CCC causes it lead to 

fast available of cash flows and thus, make the better in profitability. Jose. et al. (1996) had 

found out the relationship between profitability and working capital management by using 

finance indicators: return on assets (ROA) and return on equity (ROE) as proxies of 

profitability and cash conversion cycle (CCC) as a proxy of working capital. Deloof M. 

(2003) stated that most firms remain a large number of cash that invest in working capital. 

Therefore, if working capital is managed, it will have a significant impact on profitability 

of companies. By using regression and correlation tests he had found out a significant 

negative relationship between gross operating income and the number of days accounts 

receivable, inventories and accounts payable of Belgian firms. Based on these results, he 

suggested that if reducing the number of days’ accounts receivable and inventories to a 

reasonable level, it could help manager creative value for sshareholders. The negative 

relationship between accounts payable and profitability is consistent with the view that less 

profitable firms wait longer to pay their bills.  

Shin and Soenen (1998) in their study had researched the relationship between the 

efficiency measurement of working capital through the net trade cycle and the firm’s 
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profitability measured through ROA and ROS (return on sales). The result pointed out a 

negative relationship between the efficiency of working capital management and the firm 

profitability. It is the same result with the research of Lazaridis I and D. Tryfonidis (2006), 

they observed the negative relationship between profitability and the cash conversion cycle 

which was used as a measure of working capital management effect. It seems that 

operational profitability dictates how managers or owners will act in terms of managing the 

working capital of the firm. Besides, Eljelly (2004) also investigated the relationship 

between firm’s working capital management and profitability in his study with the sample 

in Saudi companies operates in three sectors (agriculture, manufacturing and services). 

Using the liquidity measurement through current ratio and CCC, he used net operating 

income plus depreciation divided by net sales, after that he end that shorter CCC will result 

the higher of profitability and this relationship between working capital management and 

profitability remain overall the study .  

Finally, the results before had demonstrated the importance of working capital 

management to the firm’s profitability. In order to estimate the profitability of firm and 

effect of working capital management, most researchers focus on many popular indicators 

and ratios such as cash conversion cycle (CCC), ROA, ROE, gross profit ratios, net profit 

ratio. In the other way, policies and size of the firm also make the impact to profitability in 

a negative or positive side. 

2.4.3 Trade-off between Profitability and Liquidity 

According the studies enumerate above, liquidity and profitability are the most highlight 

issues which the manager should consider as the biggest goals of their company. Although 

profitability has been expressed in numerous ways, it is best defined in the goal to 

maximize wealth of shareholder. It should be undertaken when investment in current or 

long-term assets. The firm expects to create its value by optimal working capital 

management. The managers should consider the trade-off between Profitability (size of 

earnings after taxes) and Liquidity (ability to pay bills, keep sales coming in, keep 

customers happy, play it safe) accurately which try to reach optimal management of 

working capital. Working capital management is important and primary task of managers. 

It helps firm keep it following and use the cash flows to generate profits. Working capital 

in business is considered as lifeblood in human body Reddy & Patkar (2004). 
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Liquidity and profitability have been discussed and analyzed in numerous literatures 

before. While the immediate survival of a business anchors on its liquidity, its long term 

survival and growth depend on profitability. Consequently, liquidity guarantees short-term 

survival and profitability guarantees long-term survival. Those are important for any firm 

to survive in the market. However, the dual goals of liquidity and profitability seem to be 

contrary with each other in most decisions making of the financial managers. Specifically, 

if the firm focuses on maximize the profitability of working capital too much; it may create 

serious pressures on liquidity. On the contrary, there have are always some opportunities 

cost connect with the maintenance of the liquid assets, this may affect to the firm’s 

profitability. Otherwise, increasing in profitability could reduce liquidity of the firm and 

focus too much on liquidity could affect the firm’s profitability, stated by Smith, (1980). 

Thus, the firms should consider maintaining the balance between two conflict goals of 

liquidity and profitability. Firms had better to retain the liquidity not too high or too low. In 

the own research, Smith (1980) pointed out that the dependence too much on liquidity 

might cause the reserve of idle funds and it does not bring any profits for the company.  

In this connection between liquidity and profitability, James E. Gentry (1988) said that the 

increasing in liquidity will lead to a corresponding increase in profitability when it up to a 

certain level. In addition, profitability remains constant with an increase in liquidity within 

a specified domain. Therefore, any further investment in current asset will lead to decrease 

in profitability. Hence, the shape of the curve showing the relationship between liquidity 

and profitability seem to be an inverted teacup. This is shown in the Gentry’s Curve 

follow: 
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Figure 2: Trade-off between Profitability and Liquidity 

In conclusion, profitability and liquidity and the balance between them are the challenges 

in decision making of companies related to daily operation activities of firms. Then, 

managers of companies have to know how to have the optimal trade-off between 

profitability of company and the ability to pay short - term loans as mentioned by Pass and 

Pike (2007).  

 2.5. WORKING CAPITAL MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES FOR 

FINDING THE OPTIMAL LEVEL OF WORKING CAPITAL 

As the first part of Literature review, we have taken a review the knowledge about what is 

working capital and working capital management. Through this above part, we certainly 

understand about how it’s important in reasonably using and management working capital 

with a company. However, it’s not enough. We also need study about working capital 

management techniques for finding the optimal level of working capital.  

As we know, whenever we remind about working capital, we must care about some main 

components such as cash, inventories, debtors, financing and so on. When we try to 

optimize efficiency level of working capital in company’s performance, which mean that 

we must be absolutely good in managing all of these above factors. That’s reason why we 
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need to be supported by working capital management techniques what are very effective 

instruments in managing the working capital efficiently and effectively. In this study, our 

team will focus on five components including cash budgeting, inventory, account payable 

and account receivable management with their most suitable techniques.  

2.5.1. Cash budget 

Cash is an important factor with the life of a business like the important level of resin with 

a tree. So cash management is one of the vital factors of every enterprises, especially in 

tough economic times. Cash budget management relate with money outflow and inflow of 

business. As study of Thompson, F. (2006), company need amount of cash enough to adapt 

with requirement of payment. Sometime, they also have to improve and add more cash to 

solve unexpected requests or emergencies, especially in the time between when firm pays 

for suppliers and can receive enough money from customers.   

 Based on last researches, we found three main model which is so helpful to identify the 

real situation of cash budgeting and help business find the good way to improve it. That 

include: Baumol Model, Millor – Orr Model and Stone Model. We can see all of them as 

three most efficiency economic model. Among them, Baumol Model is a model of the 

transactions demand for money, which is extensively used for the purpose of cash 

management. It enables enterprises to achieve their ideal level of cash balance under 

certainty through minimizing the transaction and opportunity cost from holding. While the 

second model, Millor – Orr is seen as a control tool which help business set the target cash 

balance for company. Based on Millor-Orr Model, Stone Model is extended more and 

underline experiences and awareness about management and its affection on cash 

budgeting decision.  

However when Stone model is modified from Millor – Orr model and require business 

have ability to forecasting the cash inflow and outflows in a few day perspective. The 

Baumol Model is built base on three assumptions. First, the firm is able to forecast its cash 

requirement with certainty and receive a specific amount at regular intervals. Second, the 

firm’s cash payments occur uniformly over a period of time, and final is transaction cost is 

always the same when converting securities to cash. However, these assumptions is not 

suit in real, what make some limitations for this model. Some of them like that it does not 

let cash flows to fluctuate, or overdraft is not considered and there are uncertainties in the 
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pattern of future cash flows. Because of that, research group suggest the Millor – Orr as the 

most effective method in this case, where some limitation of Baumol will be repaired.  

2.5.1.1. Millor – Orr model 

There is a difference with Baumal, Merton Miller and Daniel Orr develop a cash balance 

model with a daily cash flow variation. Millor – Orr relate with inflows and outflows and 

an assumption that the net cash flow have a standard distribution. The daily cash flow can 

be in expected level, highest level or also lowest level. However we assume that net cash 

flow equal zero. That mean cash inflow enough to cover cash outflow in business. The 

figure 3 below describe the way this model active.  

 

Figure 3: Miller – Orr model 

To understand model’s mechanism of action, we firstly need to understand about some 

variables below:  

 H = the upper limit. 

 Z = Cash balance target level. 

 L = the lower limit.  

 F = each transaction’s fixed cost  

 K = opportunity cost.  

Business set H follow opportunity cost for holding cash (k) and L base on risk level as lack 

of cash. The firm also allow cash balance contingent varies in a limited. If it still stay in the 

level between upper and lower limit, company don’t need to make any short term 

investments. When the cash balance reach the upper limit (at X point), company buys 
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sufficient marketable securities which equal (H – Z) to come back the return point (Z). In 

opposite, when the number of cash balance decrease and reach the lower limit (at Y point), 

the firm need to sell (Z – L) of marketable securities to bring it back to normal.  

As the same with Baumol Model and Stone Model, Millor – Orr model also base on 

transaction cost and opportunity cost. Transaction cost (F) relate with each transaction in 

short-term of company, and opportunity cost (K) grow up as holding cash. The main 

difference of two models is in Millor – Orr Model the number of transaction on each 

period depend on fluctuations of cash inflow and outflow. The result is transaction cost and 

opportunity cost will base on expected number of transaction and cash balance in company 

at the moment time.   

With the lower limit (L) above in Millor – Orr model, we find out cash balance target (Z) 

and the upper limit (H). The value of Z and H can be calculated by these functions below:  

 

In where, we have the signal (*) implies about the optimal value and  is variance of 

daily cash flow. So the average of cash balance follow Millor – Orr model is:  

 

Millor – Orr model is more realistic as it allows variation in cash balance within the lower 

and upper limits. However, when use this model we need to identify four important things. 

First, we need to set a lower limit for cash balance, which relate with the safety level target 

is decided by manager. Second, we need to identity the standard deviation of daily cash 

inflow and outflow. Next, we need to decide interest level to know how is about daily cost 

we have to pay every day. Final, we also estimate the transaction cost for purchasing in 

short-term of company.  
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2.5.2. Inventory:  

With all business, inventory take the role as a safety factor ensure for firm’s activities in 

differences period of business cycle. Inventory help business can be flexible in making 

plan for producing and trading. Moreover, it also support for enterprise protect themselves 

when facing with many fluctuations on the market. However, it also bring some 

disadvantages for business such as arising cost for inventory, for instance: warehousing 

cost, maintenance cost and opportunity cost. So how can business manage and optimal 

level of inventory? To help business solve these problem, we find out some useful models 

below.  

2.5.2.1. Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) Model:  

This is a popular model which was studied and developed by Mr. Ford and Harris (1915). 

It help business identify an optimal number of order and minimize cost for inventory. 

When using this model, we need to follow some assumptions, such as: (1) demand of 

material in a year is always stable and can be forecasted, (2) time for waiting good from 

ordering to receiving is unchanged and also can be predicted, (3) if orders are carried out 

correctly, the shortfall of reserve will never happen, (4) All place number of order is 

received at the same time and (5) don’t have discount follow quantity.  

We have the main formulation of this model as below:  

 

With:   

U = Annual demand. 

O = Order cost. 

C = Unit cost. 

h = the annual cost of storage. 
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Figure 4: EOQ model 

2.5.2.2. Production Order Quantity Model (POQ)  

In EOQ model, we assume that total volume of the unit is received within a shipment. 

However in real, there are a lot of firm receive little by little in a given time. In this 

situation, we need another model different with EOQ.  

A variance of EOQ is the production order quantity model (POQ). We can use this model 

in the situation good are conducted constantly and be accumulated until firm receives all 

follow the order. It also can be applied in circumstance business produce and consume 

product at the same time, or they can produce material by themselves. In these situations, 

we need to care about daily produce level of producers or provide ability of suppliers.  

POQ model provide two formulas with almost same variables with EOQ for user take 

calculation, which are: 

 

And:  

 

Where we add more factors are daily provide level (p) and daily using demand (d).  
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2.5.2.3. Just – in – time (JIT) 

Just – in – time (JIT) strategy can be summary in a sentence that is right product with right 

quality in right place and right time. In production or service, each step of process have to 

produce a right number which the next step neeed. All other process cann’t make more 

added value will be removed. That mean the symtem of company only produce what 

customer want.  

In other world, in the symtem of JIT, all material and products in producing process are 

used and distributed follow a detail and clearly plan. That help the next step can be 

conducted at right time when the recent step finished. Based on that, there aren’t have any 

waited time. All material and machines is radically used. So company also can save a large 

amount of time and money.  

2.5.3. Account Recievable 

Accounts receivable is the number due form customers (book debts) or debtors as a result 

of selling good on credit. Account receivable raise in almost company with different level 

which can be unsignificanty or be uncontrol. Managing it related with trade off between 

profit and risk. If don’t sell product on credit, business will lose opportunity to gain profit. 

But if company sells on credit too much, the cost for this account will increase. It’s easy to 

meet risks of bad debt. So company needs to set a suitable policy for account receivable.  

Company account receivable will change base on many factors, such as economic 

situation, product’s price, product’s quality and company credit policy. Among them, 

credit policy is most effective factor on account receivable and making decision of finance 

manager. He need to change their policy to control it and make sure it’s suitable with the 

trade off between profit and risk. To set a best credit policy, we concern about some factor.  

Credit standard is the first factor we want to talk about. This is minimum standard for 

customer prestige what business will base on to sell on credit for them or not. This 

standard is an important part of credit policy. It has a strong affection on income of 

company. When we set this standard, we need to base on economic factors such as 

competitors, government policy, etc, which help us decision how should we lossen or 

tighten credit policy for customers. If manager decice to lossen it, revenue will grow up. 

That mean profit and also account receivable will increase. In that time, company has to 

face with a question that increasing in profit can cover total costs raise up or not? On the 
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contrary, when the policy is tighten, the amount of saving cost from account receivable 

solve problem of losing profit or not? Base on two questions, we can give best solution for 

company’s credit policy.  

Besides, the firm also needs to set suitable credit terms. That mean about how long time for 

credit is and how discount rate is with customers who pay earlier than deadline or late.  In 

summary, we have a model help business decision sell product on credit below: 

 

Figure 5: Selling on credit model 

2.5.4. Account Payable  

Account payable is the account of current liability in balance sheet of company. That are 

loans company have to pay around one of  period of business activity or one year. Account 

payable can be see as a resource of capital despite it’s not too much as other capital of 

business. Sometime, it also help company temporarily solve problems related with capital. 

In another hand, if business keep it for such a long time or lose ability in paying, it can 

threat to the healthy of business. So managing account payable is so important which can 

bring many financial benefits and against a lot of risks for company. It also help company 
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take advantages from discount for early payments and at the same tme manage their 

relationship with suppliers.  

When company start any policies or strategies for managing account payable, they need to 

notice in the negotiation with suppliers to reduce cost as the book cost or discount follow 

the number of orders. They also need to negotiate about terms of payment, mornitor their 

inventory from when are buyed to when are saled. All terms as investment cost, discount 

for quick payment, deadline and the fined interest rate for late payment are needed to 

checking carefully. Manage account payable with an effective way can improve company’s 

financial situation and support for managing cash flow.  

To determine a most effective annual rate which can bring most advantage for company, 

they can use the following formula: 

 

2.6. FINANCING IN WORKING CAPITAL 

2.6.1. Working Capital Classification 

The working capital usually classified into two types which are based on the basis of time: 

permanent current asset (fixed working capital) and temporary current asset (variable 

working capital). According to Cheatham (1989), permanent current asset is the minimum 

investment which supports long-term needs. For example: cash balance, finish good and 

raw material in minimum level. Following Robert Parrino, David S. Kidwell (2009), 

permanent current asset including minimum of cash, stock, bank balance and other current 

assets. Generally, long-term sources of funds will finance for permanent working capital. 

Besides, Armah (2012) said that temporary current assets are the additional current assets 

required during year operation. It supports the changing production and sales activities.  

Cheatham (1989) gave that temporary current asset required to meet the seasonal demands 

as well as for special purposes. Temporary working capital is for short-term and fluctuates 

while permanent working capital is stable and fixed. 
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2.6.2. Financing Working Capital Method 

Robert Parrino, David S. Kidwell (2009) showed the three basic strategies to finance 

working capital and fixed assets in the company, including maturity matching method, 

short term method and long term method.  

 

Figure 6: Working Capital Financing Strategies 

 Maturity matching strategy:  

Abey Francis (2006) defined that under matching method permanent current asset is 

acquired with long term funds and short term funds are used to fund for temporary current 

asset. 

Using the formulation (1) to calculate the ration between temporary current assets and 

short-term liabilities: 

 

Using the formulation (2) to calculate the ratio of fix assets compare to long-term debt and 

equity:  

 

If the result of (1) equal to 1 and (2) lower than 1, the company is following maturity 

matching financing method.  
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 Long-term funding strategy: 

This strategy finances a large part of working capital and fixed assets. It relies on long term 

debt and equity. Related to long term method or also called conservative approach, David 

(2011) said “this strategy relies on long-term debt to finance both capital assets and 

working capital”. In other word of Fred and Frighan (1975), when the company has no 

need for variable working capital, the long term method can be used to invest in tradable 

securities and conserve liquidity.  

In this case, result from (1) is not equal to 1. It is greater than 1. This mean temporary 

current assets are uncovered bu short-term liabilities. The ratio from formulation (2) is 

lower than 1. This mean fixed asset and working capital can be covered by long-term debt 

and equity.  

 The company will use long term debt and equity to cover the working capital. 

 Short- term funding strategy:  

Short-term method or aggressive approach is the financing strategy which use more short 

term financing to finance a part of its permanent current assets (Fred and Drighan, 1975). 

Abey Francis said by this approach current liabilities will meet the working capital without 

keeping cushions for the variation in demand of working capital.  

In this strategy, temporary funds are used to finance temporary assets, some or all 

permanents current asset and a part of fixed assets. 

In this case, the result from formulation (1) is lower than 1. This mean short-term liabilities 

is large and be able to cover temporary, permanent current assets and a part of fixed assets. 

In comparison, result from (2) is higher than 1. Fixed assets will be uncovered by equity.  

 The working capital can be covered by using short-term liabilities. 
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CHAPTER III – METHODOLOGY 

3.1. INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, we will bring out a clear description about the methodology of research to 

resolve the research problem as mentioned in Chapter I. Specifically, the terms of research 

philosophy, research approach and research method are the first introduction to choose the 

qualified method for the project. Besides, choosing research appropriate strategies as well 

as the time horizon is also presented in this chapter. In the term of technique and 

procedure, it is essential to describe the sampling method and data collection for both 

primary data and secondary data. The next part refers to data analysis method. Last but not 

least, the ethics and limitations of research methodology are always mentioned in every 

research in general and this project in particular. 

3.1.1. Research philosophies: 

Research philosophy is the basic term in relation with the development of knowledge and 

the nature of that knowledge (Saunders et al, 2012). According to Denzin and Lincoln 

(2003), a research philosophy is described as an interpretive framework and refers to a 

basic set of beliefs that guides action. In other words, the research philosophy presents 

claims and assumptions of the researcher about the ways in which it is possible to gain 

knowledge of reality, how what exits may be known, what can be known, and what criteria 

must be satisfied in order to describe as knowledge.  

There are some main research philosophies: positivism, realism, interpretivism, 

pragmatism, objectivism and subjectivism. In this research, the pragmatism is the research 

philosophy will be used.  This philosophy is connected with two well-known researchers as 

William James, Charles S. Peirce. In the first sense of pragmatism, this philosophy 

concentrates on looking forward to results and facts rather than forward to principles and 

categories. It means that the experiences and facts are fundamental and necessary in 

everyday life. According to William James (1897), there is a considerable emphasis on 

“the will to believe” with the understanding that belief is measured by willingness to act. 

The will determines how and what we experience. In other words, “the will to believe” 

argues that the actions and experiences of human are based on belief, interest, desire and 

attention rather than intelligence and knowledge. However, for a belief to be meaningful, it 

is important to have “practical consequences” to follow and approve that belief (Charles S. 
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Peirce, 1878). The practical consequence of belief is viewed as a standard for determining 

the value and truth. In brief, the pragmatism focuses on both of the belief and the reality of 

actions. 

Based on the above analysis, the research uses pragmatism as the chief philosophy to 

follow. The efficiency of working capital management of HUD1 Company will be 

evaluated based on the experience and belief of researchers as well as calculated value 

from actual figures and followed by conclusions and solutions for improving the efficient 

of working capital management of Company. 

3.1.2. Research approach: 

Research approach is viewed as a meaningful part in all studies. This implies the way of 

leading up to the research structure of the researcher. There are three key types of research 

approach: deductive approach, inductive approach, abductive approach. (Saunders et al, 

2007). 

The inductive approach is suitable to choose for this research. In the first sight of the 

inductive approach, Strauss and Corbin’s (1998) brings out a description is that the 

researcher begins with an area of study and allows the theory to emerge from the data. 

According to Hussey and Hussey (1997), in the inductive research approach, “the theory is 

developed from the observation of empirical reality, thus general inferences are induced 

from particular instances, which is the reverse of the deductive method since it involves 

moving from individual observation to statements of general patterns or law”. Bernard 

(2011) also presents this approach “involves the search for pattern from observation and 

the development of explanations – theories – for those patterns through series of 

hypothesis”. In the understandable way, the first step is the observation from reality of the 

researchers with a sampling as well as readings of raw data to receive their understanding. 

After that, it is important for them to give specific and detailed evidences and 

interpretations. Finally, the researchers generalize their interpretation into the 

comprehensive theory.  

In this research, the researchers observe and calculate based on the collected data to 

conceive an understanding about the efficiency of working capital management in HUD1 

Investment and construction joint – stock company. Finally, the researchers provide a 

conclusion to evaluate the efficiency as well as suggest some possible recommendations 

and solutions for improving the efficiency of working capital management for HUD1 
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Company. Therefore, the inductive research approach is suitable for the structure of 

research. 

 

3.1.3. Research strategy 

Research strategy is an outline which gives direction to achieve a goal. According to 

Saunders (2012) research strategy is the plan of how to answer the research questions. It is 

methodological link between the research philosophy and subsequent choice of method 

and data collections (Denzin and Lincoln 2005). According to Graebner (2007), the 

suitable case study is when the researchers want to get a deep understanding of the context 

and it considerable ability to generate answers to the question “why”, “what” and “how”. 

And the choice of case study is depend on the research questions (Robert K, 2008). Since 

this real-life position, the case study will bring us the persuading and explanation for other 

situations.  

In this research, we choose HUD1 as a case study to answer particular research question 

and meet objectives. We recognized that with a single case study, we can collect and 

observe data more carefully.  

3.1.4. Research method 

In this part, a suitable methods will be selected to deal with data. There are three methods 

which may going to use: quantitative, or qualitative, or mixed method which combines of 

both quantitative and qualitative methods. According Saunders, Lewis, Thornhill (2009), 

quantitative comprises any data collection technique as a questionnaire or data analysis 

procedure as graph or statistic which related to numerical data. Quantitative method aims 

to develop and employ mathematical models, hypothesis which apply to any phenomenon. 

Conversely, qualitative comprises any data collection technique as interview or data 

analysis procedure as categorizing data that related to non-numerical data (Saunders, 

2009). Mixed method uses both quantitative and qualitative data collection techniques and 

analysis procedure (Saunders, Lewis, Thornhill, 2009). Because it combines two methods, 

it can employ the strength and make up for weakness of each method.  

In the case of HUD1, it is suitable to take advantage of mixed method. As Ihantola and 

Kihn (2011) argued that mixed method permits researchers to collect a variety of data 

which may increases the validity of the study. Quantitative data is collected from HUD1 
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financial statement, financial ratio related to working capital management and other 

working capital measurement or variables, chart. Qualitative data is collected from the real 

observation of HUD1 working capital management.  

3.1.5. Time horizon 

In our research, we use longitudinal study to observe changes and developments of 

working capital management in the case HUD,  as well as its efficiency in the period of 

2011-2013.  

3.2. TECHNIQUES AND PROCEDURES 

In our study, we will chose non – probability for both primary and secondary data. Based 

on that, research group will decide the suitable method for collecting data. That can help us 

save money, time and other access.  

3.2.1. Sampling 

Depend on each objective in particular, we will chose different sample sizes. It have to be 

suitable with the research questions and what researcher want to make clearly, what need 

to find out, what is necessary to studying, and what can be done within its available 

resources.  

In this case study, we chose HUD1 Company to be the sample firm and select data. The 

reason why we chose this company is it provide a most suitable and fully data for a typical 

example of working capital management in a firm, especially in real economic situation at 

present. Besides, we also choice some other company in the same industry to make 

comparing. That help our analysis is became more convinced.  The conditions we use in 

this part to select suitable sample are what company have same size with HUD1 and some 

companies at top of the industry. Base on the selected data from them, we can find out the 

real situation of working capital management in HUD1, what is valued by comparing ratios 

between HUD1 and other sample companies which present for the whole market.  

3.2.2. Primary Data 

Because of some limitation in approaching with data resource and privacy police of 

company, the research group can’t select fully data from company. However, to make sure 

about the reliable level of information, we still make contact with manager or staffs in 

finance department to order some documents in permissible limitation. It can help us easier 
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to understand the data in balance sheet or income statement and so on... which we find out 

in other resources such as on internet. That help us find the right way to approach and gain 

our research objectives.  

3.2.3 Secondary Data 

There are a lot of different research which reminded about classification for secondary 

data. In this study, research group chose financial data of company which include 

documents and archival records to collect information. Some financial statement would be 

collected from company website. On the other hands, some radio and data of whole 

industry or other companies at same field also could be collect in Stock Exchange to 

compare with HUD1.  

3.3. DATA ANALYSIS METHODS 

3.3.1. Primary Data Analysis Method 

Primary research consists of a collection of original primary data collected by us. It can be 

accomplished through various methods, including questionnaires and telephone interviews 

in market research, or experiments and direct observations in the physical sciences, etc. 

There are advantages and disadvantages to primary research. Researcher can focus on both 

qualitative and quantitative issues. Beside it can addresses specific research issues as the 

researcher controls the search design to fit their need Besides, there are some 

disadvantages like: time of the research is complete it may be out of date or primary data 

may be very expensive in preparing and carrying out the research. Moreover, costs can be 

incurred in producing the paper for questionnaires or the equipment for an experiment of 

some sort. It takes longer to undertake primary research than to acquire secondary data. 

3.3.2. Secondary Data Analysis Method 

The secondary data is data collected by someone other than the user. Common sources of 

secondary data for social science include censuses, organizational records and data 

collected through qualitative methodologies or qualitative research.  

Secondary data analysis saves time that would otherwise be spent collecting data and, 

particularly in the case of quantitative data, provides larger and higher-quality databases 

that would be unfeasible for any individual researcher to collect on their own. In addition, 
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analysts of social and economic change consider secondary data essential, since it is 

impossible to conduct a new survey that can adequately capture past change and/or 

developments. 

In this thesis, we used almost secondary data for analyzing and calculating and at Vietnam; 

we use the statistic from economy websites as the secondary data. 

3.4. RESEARCH ETHICS 

May be ethical issues of importance throughout the study period because it refers to the 

standards of behavior that guide the behavior relevant to the interests of those who become 

the subject of research or damaged.(Saunders  et al. 2012). 

Because the issue is a matter of capital sensitive indicator so the company to access the 

data, if necessary, to ensure he security ofthe identity provider. When questioned the data 

provided, to ensure voluntary authentic extent. The provider must have sufficient time 

necessary to be able to provide answers and most accurate data. 

For people who receive these data for research, they should be responsible for putting all 

the data in the study, to ensure the authentic extent of the data, not distorting data, enhance 

research practice and avoid error. There searchers need to take responsibility for all of 

these research for our readers, ethical lapses in research can significantly harm human and 

animal subjects, students, and the public. 

3.5. CONCLUSION 

This chapter included the research methodology for dealing with research philosophy, 

approach and strategy and method of data collection, analysis and classification of data in a 

reasonable manner and for follow-up explanation. In this chapter, inductive method is used 

along with the methods of collecting and analyzing data for a combination of survey 

research. It refers also to look at the limits of morality and conduct research. It is necessary 

to create not only a basic knowledge and understanding of the trends of the research, but 

also standards for researchers to avoid some of the deviations in the process of detection 

and analysis 
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CHAPTER IV – FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS 

 

4.1. INTRODUCTION  

This chapter will analyze the detail the financial data for each factor in managing working 

capital of HUD1. Besides, we also apply the mentioned methodology in the previous 

chapter. The financial ratios will be reminded and calculate by collected primary data 

resources about company and using formulations from the part of literature review. From 

that, we will estimate how liquidity and profitability of company are as well as efficiency. 

Moreover, we also calculate the same ratio of some companies in same industry with 

HUD1 and make average of industrial index to make comparison. That will help the 

Finding part of research become more clearly and convincing. 

4.2. INVESTING IN WORKING CAPITAL  

From 2011, Vietnam’s economy was impacted strongly by global economy crisis. In this, 

real estate and construction industry were the most affected. According to HUD1’s 

financial statement in the period 2011-2013, the working capital of company had a lot of 

changes.  

4.2.1. Current asset structure  

Unit: million VND 

Year 2011 2012 2013 

Total asset 1,173,032  825,577  828,456  

Current asset 1,129,690 100% 782,707 100% 792,165 100% 

Cash and cash equivalent 81,346 7% 24,081 3% 39,529 5% 

Account Receivable 299,317 26% 201,417 26% 269,174 34% 

Inventory 716,344 63% 549,365 70% 463,089 58% 

 

Table 2: HUD1’s current asset structures (2011-2013) 
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In period of 2011-2013, the crisis economy affected to all areas and construction also was 

bear a loss. Beside that, there were some changes in government policies which related to 

finance and operation of company. Almost structure companies had to struggle to remain 

bussiness activities and earning benefits. According to the table above, current asset 

accounted a large part in total asset. It may represent for total asset. In this period, the 

amount of current assets of HUD1 tend to decrease signigficantly as well as total asset. It 

felt sharply  by 69% in 2012 and then rised slightly 1% in 2013.  

In this report we focus on three main component of current assets, including cash and cash 

equivalent; account receivable and inventory. In general, the index number of inventory 

were higher than two other accounts and the cash and cash equivalents counted for the 

smallest proportion in current asset. In construction industry, inventory comprises 

construction works in progress, apartments, material, public utilities, construction and 

residential housing.…which are large value. So, normally, inventory in construction firms 

are high. All most of three accounts had trend to decline from 2011 to 2013.  

 Cash and cash equivalent account 

Cash comprises cash on hand and cash in bank, which readily available to give back debt 

or to use in operating activities without any constraints. For example: currency and coins; 

balances in checking and items acceptable for deposit in these accounts( check, money 

orders received from customers). Cash equivalent is an asset which easily convert into cash 

as treasury bills, commercial paper. As can see from the table 1, the cash and cash 

equivalent account changed from time to time and had sagging tendency. In 2011, it was 

over 81 billions VND which counted for about 7% in current asset. But then it decreased 

over three times after 1 year. It had just over 24 billions VND in2012 on this account 

which occupied 3% in CA. After its falling in 2012, number of cash and cash equivalent 

had a growth to over 39 billions VND. The company just hold a little amount of cash and 

cash equivalent comparing with value of inventories or AR.  

 Account receivable 

Account receivable (AR) is an important and basic part of current asset structure. As can 

be seen from the table 1 , this account occupied a unsmall position in working capital. 

Althought account receivable decreased, portion of AR in total current asset still increased 

slightly over 3 years. In 2011, AR was over 299 billions VND which went down to over 

201 billions VND in 2012. However, the percentage of AR in current asset was the same 
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between 2011 and 2012, it counted for 26 %. From 2012 to 2013, AR rised by over 68 

billions and its portion growed up to 34% of current asset.  

 Inventory  

From the financial statement and the table above, HUD1’s inventory maked up a high 

percentage in current asset and decreased year by year from 2011 to 2013. In 2011, the 

number of inventory was over 716 billions VND and occupied about 63% in total current 

asset. After that, it falled to under 550 billions VND in 2012. Because of reducing in 

current asset, however, number of inventory increased from 63 % to 70% in 2012. And 

then it falled to 58 % after 1 year.  

 

 

Figure 7: HUD1’s current assets structure (2011-2013) 

Based on data and this analysis above, the current asset’s situation was unstable. The 

company needs to reduce the number of inventory and go up the number of cash and cash 

equivalent to ensure the payment liablity. That is the strategy of company to help improve 

the efficiency of working capital management. If the company hold a big enough of cash in 

its account, it ensures the liquidity in the period of paying debt but not received from 

customer or provide for unpredicted risks. In contrast, if the company decreases its number 

of inventory, it will reduce liquid assets and increase its liquidity.  
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4.2.2. Working capital and Liquidity 

4.2.2.1. Working capital: 

In the term of working capital, it is related to net working capital. This determines the 

availability of a company’s liquid assets by subtracting its current liabilities. Net working 

capital is considered as a liquidity measure for an organization. When the firm is with a 

positive net working capital, then it gets much money for day by day operations. Inversely, 

a negative net working capital indicates that the company focuses on long-term assets 

rather than current assets and takes more risks. In order to support for the analysis of 

HUD1’s net working capital over the period of 2011-2013, the chart is created as below: 

 

Figure 8: Net working capital of HUD1 (2011-2013) 

It clearly that HUD1 held a large amount of working capital and net working capital was 

always positive in three years. One of the factors contributed to the working capital was 

account receivables. This account made up a considerable position in working capital. 

Moreover, from 2011 to 2013, the amount of current assets was high. In another side, 

HUD1 operates in the construction industry, thus, it is understandable when the company 

owned this high level of working capital. However, from a different perspective, holding 

working capital could be not good because the level of working capital was much, the 
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inventory and account receivable were accrued. This means thecompany will have less 

effectiveness in operation. Following that, the profit after tax also declined. It can be seen 

in three- year income statements of the organization. 

From the chart, this index obtained a gradually fall in that period. With an amount of over 

162 billion VND in 2011, it decreased to 125 billion VND in 2013. In spite of the fact that 

the decrease was not noticeable compared to the total amount of working capital, it still 

affected partly on the liquidity of the firm. The reason on this issue originated from the 

decrease of revenue.  

In short, HUD1 Company gained the high margin of working capital in three years 2011-

2013. However, it still needs to consider solutions to enhance the efficiency of working 

capital management to guarantee its liquidity as well as increase profit in following years. 

4.2.2.2. Cash Ratio, Current Ratio and Quick Ratio 

In the first sense, net working capital, cash ratio, current ratio and quick ratio relate to 

current liabilities and are considered as the measurer of the liquidity for every company. 

The higher these ratios, the higher liquidity the company has. On the contrary, with a low 

cash ratio, current ratio or quick ratio, it means that the company manages and makes use 

of liquid assets in the inefficient way.  In the period of 2011-2013, HUD1 had the different 

trend of cash ratio, current ratio and quick ratio. There was an unstable fluctuation from 

2011 to 2013 in three ratios.  In comparison with peer companies in the same industry in 

Vietnam market, HUD1 ratios were lower. Moreover, these ratios are not in the dependable 

level to assure the capability of the company in meeting short-term liabilities for a long 

time. Based on the collected primary data, the financial ratios are calculated and give 

results. 
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Ratios HUD1 INDUSTRIAL INDEX 

 

2011 2012 2013 2011 2012 2013 

Cash ratio 0.084 0.037 0.059 0.088 0.053 0.071 

Current ratio 1.168 1.199 1.188 1.304 1.182 1.246 

Quick ratio 0.427 0.358 0.493 0.709 0.616 0.677 

       

Table 3: Liquidity ratios of HUD1 in comparison with the industry average (2011-

2013) 

In order to clarify about the factors which have effects on the liquidity of HUD1 Company, 

the details will be focused as follows: 

 Cash ratio 

Cash ratio mentions to the amount of cash and cash equivalent the company utilizes to pay 

for current liabilities. Although this ratio reflects the highest liquid level of the company, 

its usefulness is limited. Thus, it is not used popularly in financial operation analysis. The 

ideal standard of cash ratio is less than or equal to 1. It is unnecessary for all firms to keep 

ratio in the high measure, but use it to gain more revenue. In the case of HUD1 Company, 

the change in cash ratio was inconstant and has slightly fluctuation from 2011 to 2013. 

This is illustrated by the graph: 
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Figure 9: Cash ratio of HUD1 (2011-2013) 

As can be seen from the graph, cash ratio of HUD1 was always lower than this of the 

industry for three years. The ratio declined significantly from 0.084 (2011) to 0.037 

(2012). After that, there was a slightly increase in 2013 with the ratio of 0.059. In the same 

trend, the industry had the average index agitating in range of 0.088 – 0.071. Noticeably, 

the cash ratio of 2012 was dramatically low in both HUD1 Company and the industry. In 

order to explain that, researchers considered financial statements of HUD1 about cash level 

in three years. Cash level decreased rapidly from 81 billion (2011) to 24 billion (2012) due 

to the change of real estate market. Year 2012 was viewed as a difficult year to real estate 

businesses as well as investors. In 2012, there were many problems occurred. Firstly, an 

essential problem is that businesses had competition with each other by investing in many 

projects of corporative housing and buildings with low in price for low income people. 

However, the supply and demand were mismatched because the supply was very large 

while the demand was not enough. Moreover, mass housing projects were unfinished when 

the market had the negative growth. This leads to the backlog of inventory. Businesses 

couldn’t sell tenement house although the price was declined. As a result, the amount of 

bad debts in real estate accounted for 13.5 percent of total real estate loans. Those affected 

on the construction industry in general and HUD1 Company in particular. The market 
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became weaker in the liquidity and cash level received a suddenly decrease. In 2013, the 

industry had a recovery signal even if it was insignificant. This occurred likewise to HUD1 

Company. Therefore, cash ratios of HUD1 were much lower than the standard. This refers 

to the incapability of company to meet short-term obligations by using cash and cash 

equivalent account in the period of 2011-2013. In other words, the liquidity of HUD1 was 

bad and this problem can repeat in the future if the cash level is unstable.  

 Current ratio 

The current ratio allows investors and creditors to evaluate the efficiency in operation 

cycle as well as the ability in transferring products to cash. If the company takes risk to 

claim account receivables or the long time of recovering cash, the liquidity was in a bad 

situation. The higher current ratio, the higher capability of paying debts the company has. 

In order to achieve that, every company run towards a reasonable standard of greater than 

or equal to 1.  
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Figure 10: Current ratio of HUD1 (2011-2013) 

From 2011 to 2013, the movement of current ratio in HUD1 Company was opposite to the 

industry. While the ratio of HUD1 oscillated in a domain of 1.168 – 1.188, the industrial 

average fluctuated from 1.304 – 1.246. There was a small change in current ratio with the 

upward trend between 2011 and 2012 and gently decrease in 2013. Moreover, the ratio of 

year 2012 in HUD1 was higher than the industrial index. In three years, the current 

liabilities were approximately equal to the current assets. Therefore, the ratios were greater 
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than 1. It demonstrated that the firm afforded to cover its short-term debts by utilizing 

current assets during that time. However, this index is unsafe and do not ensure the 

consistent liquidity for the company in the long term. HUD1’s current ratio was also lower 

than industry’s average, thus it proved its weekness. In brief, HUD1 Company had 

acceptable current ratios from 2011 to 2013 but it is important for the company to enhance 

the liquidity. 

 Quick ratio 

In the formula of quick ratio, inventory account is excluded because it has the lowest 

liquidity and is difficult to turn into cash. A high quick ratio means a liquid current 

position and good financial condition. Similar to current ratio, if the company is a failure in 

achieving the ratio level of greater than or equal to 1, it will be not able to meet 

immediately its current liabilities. 

 

Figure 11: Quick ratio of HUD1 (2011-2013) 

The graph indicated that quick ratios of both HUD1 Company and the industry were under 

the criteria. In this index, the firm had the same trend to the industry. In other words, quick 

ratio of both HUD1 and the industry went down from 2011 to 2012, after that had an 

increase again in 2013. However, similar to cash ratio and current ratio, HUD1 had the 

smaller ratio compared to industry’s ratio. Between 2011 and 2012, the ratio went down 

slightly from 0.427 to 0.358 for HUD1 and from 0.709 – 0.616. Even if the quick ratio 

increased in 2013, it was still insignificant to help the firm to cover all of current debts. 

This occurred similarly to the industrial average. The reason on this problem derived from 
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company’s inventory account. It is clearly that the amount of inventories was very large in 

the period of three years. It could be explained that the inventory was used ineffectively to 

turn into cash for daily operations of the firm. To sum up, HUD1 was not good in the quick 

ratio and get low liquidity. 

From the above analysis of cash ratio, current ratio and quick ratio, the researchers 

evaluated that HUD1’s liquidity indexes were also weaker than industry’s average. As a 

result, HUD1 was inefficient in managing and taking advantage of cash and current assets. 

It makes not only the liquidity was in the low level but also the firm operated unsteadily. 

This do not ensure for investors and creditors the safety and reliability to invest. Moreover, 

HUD1 is a company belongs to the construction industry, the amount of cash invested as 

well as risks taken was always very large. If the organization do not have an effective 

management, it is easy to leads to the bankruptcy. In conclusion, HUD1 should improve 

the efficiency of managing current assets to meet short-term obligations and receive good 

liquidity. 

4.2.3. Working capital and Profitability  

 

 

Figure 12: Financial figure of HUD1 (2011-2013) 

In the period 2011-2012, 10 typical companies in the industry and HUD1 had a general 

trend of the probaility ratio: return on assets (ROA), return on equity and the ratio of gross 

profit margin, in a downward direction. Although this percentage decreased slightly, the 

rate is still 2.4 times higher than industrial groups. 
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Figure 13: Profitability ratios (2011-2013) 

Return and profitability: The world’s economy has gone to financial crisis since 2008, real 

estate in the whole world were in depression since then. In Vietnam, real estate industry is 

deeply got into crisis and all real- estate companies have suffered difficult times. 2011 is 

considered as the “bottom line” of real-estate recession. Thus, during the period 2011-

2013, the amount of equity of HUD1 dropped steadily, net income went down. Year of 

2012 also experienced a decreased of ROE ratio, a sharply drop in two years from 2011 to 

2012.  There were because of three main reasons: firstly, therevenue decreased 

considerably; secondly, the cost of goods sold also fail remarkably; then, current asset in 

2012 reduced a large amount of money.  

In addition, revenue of HUD1 went down stable each year but because decreasing in cost 

of goods sold was close with the loss of revenue, thus, gross profit margin still reduced 

little by little.   

Following  the above  analysis  about  profitability  ratios,  HUD1 had  the  common  trend  

of  fluctuating  in  ratios  of  ROA,  ROE  and  Gross  profit  margin as industry group. 

There was a regular decrease between 2011 and 2013. It is good that profitability ratio of  

HUD1 was better than industry group; due to that, HUD1's  profitability was relatively 

good.  

 4.2.4. Efficiency Ratios 

As the knowledge we remind on the above part of literature review, we know the 

efficiency ratios of HUD1 Company will be reflected through 5 main ratios as: day sales 

outstanding (DSO), (RTD), payable turnover in days (PTD), inventory turnover in days 
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(ITID), operating cycle (OC) and cash conversion cycle (CCC). Besides, we also chose 10 

other companies in the same field, which have same size with HUD1 to calculate the 

average related ratio of them. After that we make comparison to see clearly about the real 

situation of HUD1 in the period of these three years. Base on given formulations which 

was reminded on chapter 2, we make calculation and show results in the below table. Data 

are listed follow the period of three years from 2010 to 2013. 

Days   HUD1 PEER INDEX 

Years 2011 2012 2013 2011 2012 2013 

DSO 79 196 147 212 255 306 

PTD 303 737 432  371 543 601 

ITID 239 576 332 208 313 334 

CCC 14.97 35 46 49 25 39 

OC 78.96 123.10 132.31 227 263 310 

Table 4: Efficiency ratios of HUD1 (2011-2013) 

 Day sales outstanding 

 

 

Figure 14: Days sale outstanding of HUD1 and the peer index (2011-2013) 

In 2011, HUD1’s Receivable Turnover in Days is 79 days, which was lower than the 

average ratio of other 10 companies to over 30 percent. However from 2012 to 2013, this 

ratio tented to sharply increase which is added about twice times the amount of days. The 
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peer index also steadily grew up from 2011 to 2013 and which was always over 200 days. 

In other words, the receivable turnover in days of company generally was much lower than 

the general index in comparing among these three years. The increasing amount of days for 

receivable turnover through each year showed that the company had to take more time to 

collect their short – term debt. The liquidity of assets also was reduced because of that, and 

bad debt tented to go up. However, we can see that as the general trend of the whole 

industry. 

 Payable Turnover In Days 

Different with Receivable Turnover in Days, the Payable Turnover in Day of HUD1 

Company had a slightly fluctuate trend in the period of three years from 2011 to 2013. 

While the average of this ratio of 10 companies increased continuously through all years. 

That went up from 371 days to 601 days from 2011 to 2013. In contrasted in HUD1, the 

ratio was only 303 days in 2011. And in rightly next year, it increased sharply three times 

which account for 737 days and is also much higher than the general averaged index. 

However this number was not maintained for a long time. It decreased strongly to only 432 

days which is lower 102 days than the figure of the industry in 2013. In real, when 

company get a high payable turnover in days, that reflect company was slow in payment 

short – term debt for supplier and other debtors. The strengthen time in payment help 

company compensate for the time to collect their account receivables. In the other hand, 

company also had to face with cost of interested. The fluctuate trend in RTD showed the 

instability in managing account payable of company. The ratio in 2013 is lower than the 

peer index. The different was not too much, but it was also ineffective in comparing. That 

mean company need to improve this ratio to ensure that it will reach the same level with 

industrial index in future. 

 

Days HUD1 PEER INDEX 

Years 2011 2012 2013 2011 2012 2013 

PTD 303 737 432 371 543 601 

 

Table 5: Payable Turnover in Days of HUD1 and the Peer Index (2011 – 2013) 
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 Inventory Turnover In Days 

In real as we know, ITID of company is always as low as well. However, from the above 

table, it’s easy to realize that HUD1 have met a big trouble with their inventory 

management when their ITID was much higher than peer index in successive three years. 

Among them, it reaches the pinnacle in 2012 with 576 days. That was approximately three 

times as higher than index of whole industry. The data presented that company have 

wasted resources by storing too many non-salable inventories. Besides, the liquidity 

company’s inventory was so low. The large amount of working capital was also freeze in 

there. That was worthless for company. In the below, we have a graph compare the ratio 

between HUD1 and 10 other companies in the same industry from 2011 to 2013: 

 

Figure 15: Inventory turnover ratios of HUD1 compared to the peer index 

On the graph above, we can see clearly the position of our research company between the 

average related index of 10 others companies in the same field. In all three years, HUD1 

always was one of top four companies which have the lowest Inventory Turnover Ratio 

(less than 2), that mean the highest level of Inventory Turnover In Days. That let we know 

the inventory turnover ratio of company was so ineffective in comparing with the general 

standard and it was one of main reason reduce company’s performance. 
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 Operating Cycle and Cash Conversion Cycle 
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Figure 16: Operating cycle and cash conversion cycle of HUD1 compared to peer 

index 

From two above graphs, we can see the average operating cycle of 10 companies was so 

high and tended to increased generally through three years, which was from over 200 days 

in 2011 to over 300 days in 2013. That means the common trend at this period is all 

companies in building and investment have to waste a lot of time for one cycle from 

producing step to selling and collect cash from account receivable. With the same 

situation, although the operating cycle of HUD1 from 2011 to 2013 was lower than the 

peer index, it still stayed in high level which was over 100 days. In 2013, the ratio was 

more than over 53 days of 2011. That means from year by year, company needed to add 

more days to a cycle to collect cash for the sale of finished goods. Besides operating cycle, 

the cash conversion cycle of company was also valued in high level. Despite in 2011, 

company got the good ratio with a number of 14.97 days for a cycle, there was a sharp and 

suddenly increase the amount of days to 35 days in 2012. It continuously reached higher 

level with 46 days for a cycle in 2013. This index was more 7 days as high as the peer 

index which was only 39 days for a cycle at the same year.  

The above analysis showed that the amount of cash in company was so scarce for trading 

and producing activities, and other investment. That also mean the business had to rent 

more capital to maintaining their operating while waiting collect cash from account 

receivable. One more reason is the amount of inventory in company is too large. The 

reason is the affections from the economic crisis. From 2011 to 2012, the real estate market 

in Viet Nam has been almost freezing. There were many projects which were built with 

high cost, however couldn’t be sold in a long time. That leaded businesses meet many 

troubles in recovering their capital. In 2013, the market has some signal in restoration, but 
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be quite slowly. In other worlds, we can say the longer time for a cycle, the more amount 

of working capital is reduced. That leads bad affection on managing working capital in 

HUD1 companies in this period from 2011 to 2013.   

4.2.5. Summary of the Calculated Ratios 

Through the calculated ratios above, it can be seen some ideas about the main strengths 

and weaknesses of HUD1. It pointed out that the liquidity position of the company was not 

actually good. The cash ratios, current ratios and quick ratios are often lower than peer 

index over the years, thus it is better for HUD1 to improve the efficiency of cash 

management. 

With the activity ratios, the ITID, PTD and RTD ratios pointed out that current asset of the 

company has gone backward from 2012 to 2013 and not actually well compared to the 

industry. Hence, HUD1 has definitely room for improving its account payable 

management. 

Although ROA, ROE and the profit margin have decreased over year, these values were 

much higher than peer index year by year. On the other hand, the liquidityratios of HUD 

are lower than peer index. It shows that HUD being not good at managing working capital. 

In the case of HUD1, there was a noticeable problem in trade-off between profitability and 

liquidity. Therefore, in this study, we will concentrate on reducing firm’s liquidity and 

from that increasing profitability of company. 

4.2.6. Liquidity and Profitability Trade-off 

The liquidity and profitability trade-off seems always be a crucial issue in most of 

organization. It is optimal the efficiency of company through balancing the current assets 

and liabilities. Most of firms expect to raise a high level on current assets and liabilities; 

however it might also affect indirectly to the profit of the company. Through the ratios of 

HUD1 calculated above, it is seen clearly that there are two parallel trends in each group of 

ratios. We can easily recognize that the liquidity ratios of HUD1 has declined from 2011 to 

2012 but in 2013 increased slightly. On the contrary, the profitability ratio fell significantly 

between 2011 and 2013. The liquidity of company was worse than 2011 and also worse 

performance in term of profitability. And in 2013, although HUD1 have increased the 

liquidity, the profitability of company still felt significantly. In general, HUD1 has tended 
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to focus more on liquidity than profitability. The profitability and liquidity ratios are 

showed clearly in the figure below: 

0
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Liquidity
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Cash ratio

 

 

Figure 17: Profitability and liquidity performance of HUD1 (2011-2013)  

During the period from 2011 to 2013, HUD1 have many significant problems in balance 

between liquidity and profitability. In detail, HUD1 held a very low cash and cash 

equivalent, it seem to be good if HUD1 were able to use this account for investing in some 

profitable fields. However, as it would seem this working capital was stagnant in account 

receivable and inventory. HUD1 held a very large inventory and account receivable in the 

period 2011-2013; it made the company’s liquidity was not good and the same with 

profitability. HUD1 had recognized this problem and had tried to improve the liquidity in 

2013 (can be seen clearly in quick ratio, current ratio and cash ratio in Figure 15) 

The trade-off between liquidity and profitability of HUD1 are showed in the table below: 
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HUD1 WCM Liquidity ratio Profitability ratio 

HUD1 hold a low 

amount of cash and 

cash equivalent. 

Decreasing ability to pay short-

term obligation by using cash 

and high liquid assets. 

Gain opportunity cost when 

HUD1 used this account to 

invest in another profitable 

field. 

HUD1 hold a large 

amount of inventory 

Improve the liquidity 

ratio of company (CCC) 

Loss more inventory carrying 

cost and also led to increase 

damaged inventory 

High account 

receivable 

Improve the liquidity 

ratio of company (CCC) 

Less money receives on time 

and could appear bad debt. 

High account 

payable 

Low liquidity ratio 

(CCC) 

Ability to gain of money 

discount for early payments 

 

Table 6: Summary the trade-off between liquidity and profitability of HUD1 

 (2011-2013) 

In this study, the researchers want to suggest an optimal way in order to maintain both 

liquidity and profitability of the business. And through the analysis above, the study will 

concentrate to reduce the accounts receivable day and the inventories in order to make a 

good impact on firm’s profitability. 

4.3. FINANCING WORKING CAPITAL 

4.3.1. Financing working capital 

Because we got trouble when identify exactly the amount of temporary current assets and 

permanent current assets from HUD1, it could not apply the formulation (1) as mentioned 

in chapter 2. On the other hand, the inventory counted for a large part of permanent assets 

of HUD1. So we will use inventory as an account to calculate the working capital 

financing method. Accordingly, the formulation (1) above will be replaced by: 
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The outcome of HUD1 are showed in the flowing figure: 

Unit: million VND 

Year  2011 2012 2013 

Inventory  716,344 549,365 463,089 

Short term liabilities 967,527 652,551 666,889 

(inventory)/(short-term term liabilities ) 0.74 0.84 0.69 

 

Table 7: Calculate: Inventory/ short term liabilities 

From the table above, the ratio between inventory and short term liability were less than 1, 

so the amount of short-term liabilities is greater than inventory. This mean that short-term 

liabilities can cover the inventory as well as cover enough permanent current assets. 

Hence, HUD1 can apply the short term liabilities strategy to finance its working capital.  

Unit: million VND 

Year 2011 2012 2013 

Fixed asset 17,580 9,341 7,902 

Long term debt 5,167 900  

Equity 200,505 172,126 161,567 

(2) 0.085 0.054 0.049 

Table 8: Calculate: Fixed asset/ (Long term debt + Equity) 

The table above shows that amount of equity is larger than fixed asset. It pointed out that 

the amount of equity was large enough to cover for both fixed asset and working capital. 

So the company can use long term debt and equity to cover the working capital. 

These result proved that HUD1 was use both long-term and short-term method to finance 

working capital. It based on the situation and demand of company during 2011-2013.  

4.3.2. Financing structure 

4.3.2.1 Cost of equity 

We used CAPM model to estimate the cost of equity: 

The CAPM model:  
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Where: 

Rf : the risk free rate which was estimated by using the Government Bond Yield in 10 

years. 

According to Investing.com. We found:  

Rf = Vietnam Government bond yield (in 10 years) = 8.87% 

(Rm –Rf) is the risk premium. We found the risk premium of Vietnam is 11% and 12% in 

2011 and 2012 respectively and 11.63% in 2013  

Β: the beta of company estimated by regression approach based on the history of price 

fluctuation. In this case, we estimate the beta of the company following years from 2011 to 

2013 

 

Table 9: Cost of equity calculation 

According to the table above, the change in return of equity depend on the change in risk 

premium (Rm- Rf). This mean the expected return of shareholder depend on the market.  

4.3.2.2 Cost of debt 

We use a simple formula to calculate the cost of debt which occur interest expense: 

 

 

 

 

Cost of equity in CAPM 

 

2011 2012 2013 

Rf 0.0887 0.0887 0.0887 

Beta 1 1 1 

Rm-Rf 11.00% 12% 11.63% 

Re 0.1987 0.2087 0.205 
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Unit: million VND  

Table 10: Cost of debt calculation 

In the period of 2011-2013, debt which had interest bearing fluctuated slightly. Generally, 

it tend to decresed from 259.3 billion to 273.9 billion over three years. Interest payment 

has felt significantly from 2011 to 2012 (from 19.5 billion to 7.3 billion). Because of 

changing in the portion of long-term bank loan and short-term bank loan, company 

expensed over two times interest payment less than in 2011 while amount of debt changed 

slightly. According financial statement of HUD1, in 2011, the company borrowed a large 

amount of long term- debt which high interest. But in two years latter, the company just 

borrowed a little amount of long-term debt or even not had long term debt in 2013. It can 

be explained by the changing in strategy of the company and the policies of banks.  

4.3.2.3 Effective cost of trade credit 

Base on using trade credit, the firm can manage its accounts payables in effective way and 

ultilize the credit period to decrease its cost of funds. Firm must decide that whether pay 

within the discount period is beneficial or pay by the end of the payment due period. The 

company can evaluate trade discounts using the following formula: 

 

 

 

The two of HUD1 and its providers have accepted the common credit term which is end- 

of- month payment (EOM) with term of 2/10 EOM, net 30. The terms mean that HUD1 

will take 2% discount if it paid full amount in cash within 10 days in the end of month, the 

cost of funds is 0, so the company can take advanteges when pay at the end of the discount 

year  2011 2012 2013 

interest payment 19,501 8,266 7,343 

debt 295,361 238,754 273,952 

cost of debt 0.066 0.035 0.027 
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period. On the other hand, HUD1 have to give the full amount in 30 days. Since not paying 

on day 10, trade credit cost for 20 days is 2/98 = 2.04 per cent. The firm is paying an 

effective annual interest rate of 44.58 per cent. Because effective cost of trade credit larger 

than cost of debt in 2013, the company need to use debt to suppost for working capital.  

4.3.2.3 The Weighted - Average Cost of Capital-WACC: 

Formulation to calculate WACC:  

 

In this:   

    

WACC 

 2011 2012 2013 2014 (estimate)  

Cost of debt 0.066 0.035 0.027 0.012 

Cost of equity 0.1987 0.2087 0.205 0.2037 

We 0.17 0.21 0.2 0.2 

Wd 0.83 0.79 0.8 0.8 

Tax rate 25% 25% 25% 25% 

WACC 0.075 0.064 0.057 0.045 

Table 11: WACC calculation 

We can see that, the weight of equity were more than 15% but it still were less than weight 

of debt. Although it has tend to increase from 17% to 20% in the period of 2011-2013, it 

still made up a small part comparing with debt. This shows that the company financing 

situation was relied more on debt.  
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4.4 APPLY MODEL  

4.4.1 Determining the optimal cash balance 

4.4.1.1. Millor – Orr Model 

Base on all the calculations and analysis at the above, we can see the cash balance at the 

end of years from 2011 to 2013 continuously tended to go down strongly. In 2013, the rate 

between the amount of cash and cash equivalent with total asset of company was only 5 

percent. That led the large unequal level in working capital structure of HUD1. So the 

company need to find out another optimal level to improve cash balance.  

Base on some information we collected from the interviews with staffs in Finance 

Department, HUD1 Company have never applied any model to determine the optimal level 

for cash balance on maintaining operation but they make decision based on experience of 

management. Therefore, the research group suggest that company should use one of 

financial models to improving the affection of working capital management.  

As what we reminded on the chapter 2, to determining the optimal cash balance, we have 

made decision on using the Millor – Orr Model for the case of HUD1 Company. We have 

to base on the average cash in several most recent financial periods of company, the 

interest rate and the transaction cost in short – term with some other factors to calculate all 

variables which are required to run the model include:  

H = the upper limit. 

Z* = Cash balance target level. 

F = the fixed cost for each transaction to withdraw or deposit cash. 

K = the opportunity cost. 

 = the variance of the daily cash flows. 

L = the lower limit. 

In the scale of this research, we chose the data of company in 2013 and the first quarter in 

2014. To running Millor – Orr Model, we assume that company set the lower limit as the 
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credit term from suppliers for HUD1 is about 30 days. Then, we will calculate two lower 

limit.  

First, the lower limit for company’s cash budget in 2013 is:  

L2013 =  (VND) 

And, the secondly lower limit for company in 2014 base on the financial result at the first 

quarter is:  

L2014 =  (VND) 

After that, based on the information from website stox.vn, the average interest cost for the 

term of 12 months from 2013 to now fluctuated in the range of 6.5 and 7.5%. So in this 

research, we chose general short-term interest rate is 7.5 percent. Base on that, we calculate 

the opportunity cost for holding cash:  

K =  

Then, we take the average of total cash inflow for one day of company as the daily cash 

flow variance. We have the below table which is about total cash inflow of company in 

2013 and the first quarter of 2014:  

 2013 Q1/2014 

Cash inflow 887,453,254,257 455,070,000,000 

Table 12: Total cash inflow of HUD1 Company in 2013 and the first quarter of 2014 

From this table, we have the daily cash flow variance of company in 2013 is 

 

The daily cash flow variance of company in the first quarter of 2014 is 

 

Next, we determine the next variable which is the fixed cost for each transaction which is 

based on the above result of daily cash flow variance of company. Moreover, in 2013 and 

the first quarter of 2014, this value of HUD1 was 4,500,000,000. We know company don’t 

have any more investment in marketable security and only have bank deposits. So 

following information from BIDV, we have the common transaction cost is 0.02 percent 
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for per transaction. The fixed transaction cost of HUD1 Company in both of 2013 and 

2014 can be calculate as below:  

F2013 = 486,276 (VND) 

F2014 = 1,011,266 (VND) 

Finally, we put all the above value of variables to the formulation which help us find out 

the higher limit, cash balance target level and the average cash balance for company. These 

formulation are reminded as below:  

First is about the cash balance target level: 

Z* =  

Next is the formulation for the higher limit:  

H = 3Z* - 2L 

Finally, we calculate the average of cash balance: 

Caverage =  

Their results are listed in the below table with the unit is VND:  

Unit: VND 

Variables 2013 2014 

Lower limit (L)  54,812,760,983 57,368,712,329 

Opportunity cost (K) 0.0001981 0.0001981 

Transaction cost (F) 486,276 1,011,266 

Variance (  2,431,378,779 5,056,333,333 

Cash balance target level (Z*) 54,814,409,034 57,371,397,422 

Higher limit (H) 54,817,705,137 57,376,767,607 

Average cash balance                       

(C average) 

54,814,958,385 57,372,292,453 

Table 13: Cash balance target level for HUD1 Company in 2013 and 2014 
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In summary, we can synthetic all variables and above result into the below model:  

 

          Figure 18: Millor – Orr Model in 2013        Figure 19: Millor – Orr Model in 

2014 

4.4.1.2 Affection of applying model on company 

In 2013, the account of cash and cash equivalent of company is over 39 billion VND. It 

was lower than the above lower limit which we determined in model with an amount of (B) 

on the figure.13. So in that time, if company used the above model and made decision to 

keep the amount of cash equal with Z* which is over 54,814,000,000 VND, that mean they 

had to find the way to improve their cash budget. They could increase their receivable 

turnover in day and try to collect money back to company’s budget faster and sooner. 

Based on that, company could improve their cash balance and reach the cash balance target 

level is Z*. The liquidity of company also was surely higher. We can see that from the 

above table, all ratios relate with cash even go up slightly. 
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RATIOS IN REAL 

AT 

RECOMMENDED 

CASH LEVEL 

Cash and cash equivalent/Current 

asset 

0.051 0.052 

Cash and cash equivalent/Total 

asset 

0.048 0.050 

Cash ratio  0.059 0.082 

Current ratio  1.188 1.585 

Quick ratio  0.493 0.891 

Table 14: Affections on liquidity ratios of company in 2013 

In 2014, only in the first period the account of cash and cash equivalent in company 

significantly increased with over 60 billion VND, which was 1.5 as high as in 2013. 

However it also higher than the above optimal level of Z* is just around 57 billion VND. 

In this case, we suggest company should bring the difference amount of cash to short – 

term investment, such as send to the bank and gain interest rate. Take the data of the first 

quarter in 2014 as an example, we denote the difference amount of cash on the figure.14 is 

(A) which accounted for 3,081,603,000 VND. If company send it to the bank with the 

present short – term interest rate is 7.2% for term of 12 months following information of 

BIDV, company will gain annual 221,875,416 VND back into their profit.  

Besides, not only short – term investment, company also can bring this amount of money 

to prepay for their account payable to gaining discount rate. That also can help them 

improve their profit without changing other liquidity ratios of company.  

4.4.2 Determining the optimal Inventory level 

4.4.2.1. Just -in-time (JIT) 

In order to achieve the goal of optimal quantity as well as minimize cost for managing 

inventory, this model certainly plays a noticeable role for HUD1 Company. As presented 

in Chapter 2, Just-in-time is a type of operations management strategy which promoted by 

TaiichiOhno in Japan in 1988. It would seem to be a reasonable strategy in helping 

business to improve return on investment by minimizing relevant costs. According to 

Henry Ford (1923), the JIT concept was stem from perception of inventory production 
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process. The company should buy materials only enough to fit into the plan of production 

and take into consideration the state of transportation at the time. If transportation were 

perfect and a flow of materials could be ensured, it was unnecessary to carry and stock. 

Therefore, the quantity of materials would follow the schedule and guarantee the planned 

order and amounts. This would save a great amount of money and decrease costs related to 

materials, thereby get a stable turnover.  

The aim of JIT production strategy is to eliminate inconsistencies, unreasonable 

requirements and especially avoid seven waste categories. These consist of overproduction, 

waiting time, excessive inventory, transportation, inappropriate processing, unnecessary 

motion and defects.   

In the case of HUD1, Just-in-time is adequate to use. When the firm applies this model, the 

firm should produce only what is required, when it is required, where it is required and in 

the amount required. In other words, for a construction company as HUD1, it is important 

to consider carefully worth buildings and investment projects as well as an amount of 

material the firm needs to use for constructions. The company should not order a very large 

amount of materials. This leads to an increase in storage cost and other extras. Besides, the 

suitable and correct time to invest and buy materials is also a factor that HUD1 Company 

should notice. This will helps the company to avoid repeating the downturn as year 2012 in 

real estate industry and in the end to the increase of Return on investment. 

4.4.2.2. Production order quantity (POQ) model 

In almost other studies, the researchers tend to use Economic order quantity (EOQ) model. 

However, in this research, we will follow different way with Production order quantity 

(POQ) model. In general, these two models are the same. The difference is at the number 

of lading of an order. While EOQ model allows the entire quantity of an order is 

transported and received in only one shipment, the amount of goods of an order in POQ 

model is gradually divided into many times of shipment. This is utilized for HUD1 

Company because the firm always has great amount of materials in an order. Besides, daily 

demand rate of the company is larger than daily production rate. As a result, HUD1 can 

apply this model. 

Production order quantity model is a model for managing inventory with the target of 

allowing managers to find out the correct quantity that should be ordered. This will 
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facilitate to get inventory quantity at the lowest level following by some relevant 

components. The formula to find POQ for HUD1 Company is below: 

 

Where: 

D – Annual demand 

S – Setup cost per setup 

H – Holding cost per unit per year 

d – Daily demand rate 

p – Daily production rate 

In the scope of research, we applied this model in the specific case of HUD1 for a period 

of 2013 – 2014 and provide the optimal quantity of an order along with relevant 

parameters as follows: 

Unit: million VND 

 2013 2014 

Revenue 585,353 550,000 

Cost of goods Sold 557,012 658,997 

Inventory 463,089 576,266 

Annual demand (D) 362,057 428,348 

Setup cost per setup (S) 1.5 1.5 

Holding cost per unit (H)  0.403 0.424 

Daily demand rate (d) 992 1,174 

Daily production rate (p) 1,604 1,507 

Production order quantity (Q*)  2,658 3,703 

Maximum inventory level (Qmax) 1,014 819 

 

Table 15: Production order quantity of HUD1 (2013-2014) 

In order to find out Production order quantity, we assume these above indexes in the 

reasonable way. Firstly, revenue of 2014 is collected from financial plan for year 2014 of 

the firm. Besides, the average method of three year (2011-2013) is applied to get statistics 

for both Cost of goods sold and Inventory. The indicator of annual demand refers to the 
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amount of material the company utilized in a year and calculated based on Cost of goods 

sold. As we known, Cost of goods sold consists of many kinds of cost such as direct 

material cost, direct labor cost and overhead production cost.  In this case, HUD1 is a 

construction firm, thus direct material cost is considered as annual demand and makes up 

approximately 65 percent of cost of goods sold. For setup cost, we use the average level 

compared to the whole of construction industry with setup cost per order of 1.5 million 

VND. Daily demand rate is simply calculated by dividing annual demand by 365 days. 

Next, we make assumption that the production rate is revenue of the firm and therefore, 

daily production rate is found out according to the same way to daily demand rate. Finally, 

holding cost would seem to be the most complicated to suppose. This cost concludes five 

groups of expense. Each cost accounts for a constant percentage of the total value of 

inventory. These are the cost of warehouses (6.5%), the cost of equipment and facilities for 

storage (2.5%), the cost of human resources for supervision and management activities 

(4%), the cost of investing in inventory (15%), inventory losses due to loss, damage or 

unusable (3.5%). After that, the holding cost equals to the total of five kinds of cost. By 

using rational assumptions, we provide the optimal order quantity for HUD1 Company for 

year 2013 and 2014.  

From this model, we can find out maximum inventory level based production order 

quantity for the company by the following formula: 

Qmax = Q * (1-  

As above table, production order quantity and maximum inventory level are calculated for 

year 2013 and predicted for year 2014. This result means that the company should consider 

place an order with the optimal amount of 2.658 billions VND over an order in 2013 and 

3.703 biilions VND in 2014. Besides, maximum inventory level the company should have 

is over 1 billions VND for 2013 and approximately 900 millions VND. These indexes are 

reasonable and give good effects for the company in improving inventory management. 

In summary, HUD1 Company can promote and achieve the optimal inventory quantity by 

combining two above models. If the firm follows calculated results, the company improves 

indicators related inventory, the efficiency of inventory management as well as contributes 

to increase of revenue. 
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4.5. CONCLUSION 

There are many researches studying the relationship between working capital management 

and efficiency operation before. The HUD1’s case study brings a new application on 

Vietnam construction. Following analysis and finding above, in the period of 2011-2013, 

although most of companies were being in the difficult situation of recession, HUD1 had 

relatively reasonable strategy in managing working capital. This is explained through the 

ratios calculated carefully and compared with peers’ index. The finding shows that the 

company used long-term strategy to applie in financing working capital.  
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CHAPTER V – CONCLUSION AND 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1. CONCLUSION 

This chapter summarized all findings of the study include research questions, answer of 

research questions and all the various methodologies in chapter III and IV. Moreover, this 

chapter give out recommendations for improving working capital management, limitations 

of research and suggestions to HUD 1 investment and construction join-stock company in 

individual and WC in Vietnam industry in common. 

5.2. METHODOLOGIES AND DATA ANALYSIS 

In this study, we used interpretive philosophy applying inductive approach within a 

construction company and secondary data. Next, the data would compared with peer index 

to clarify the effective of working capital management. We used secondary data from 

HUD1’s financial statement, annual reports from 2011 to 2013. We calculated the ratios, 

Working capital structure of the company in 3 years to solve problems and improving 

Working capital management. Finally, the goal of this analysis is determining and 

exploring the main findings of the study. 

5.3. SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS 

Four main findings was given out based on the results obtained from the interview with the 

HUD1’s Accounting Department as well as comparing with peers in manufacturing sector 

and analyzing HUD1’s financial situation. 

Finding 1: HUD1’s  WC was stagnant in account receivable and inventory.  It got a very 

large inventory and account receivable in the period 2011-2013; it made the company’s 

liquidity was not good and the same with profitability. 

Finding 2:  In comparison with the  peers‟ index, the study also found out that HUD1’s 

payable turnover in days was ineffective from 20011 to 2013. 

Finding3: Because companies have low liquidity so working capital focused in inventory. 

However, by the time of 2011 to 2013 are difficult times the industry average should not 

sell the merchandise and working capital in inventory stuck very much. 
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Finding 4: HUD1 was in favor of long term strategy financing Working Capital. 

5.4. RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.4.1. Determining the optimal cash balance: 

In the part of finding and analysis, we have run the Millor – Orr Model to determine the 

most optimal level for company’s cash budget with the real situation of it in the present. 

However, to gain a most effective result, research group want to give some 

recommendation for determining the optimal cash balance as well as applying model in 

managing.  

Firstly, company should borrow cash from bank with short-term limited loan when 

company’s cash budget is shortage. This is the cheapest method in comparison with other 

forms of credit of bank. With the method, company can reduce the cost of doing 

documentation for borrow loans and many other costs.  

When company have too much free cash, they can send it into the deposit account in bank 

to gaining high profitability. So company can ensure their capital follow time, exploiting 

optimally the profitability ability of capital as cash as well as their liquidity. 

Third is about commercial credit. Although it relate with account receivable and account 

payable, it have many affections on the cash budget of company. They need to have ability 

in forecasting their budget to know when company’s budget is superfluous or shortage. 

Base on that, company can make the most suitable credit policies or delaying accounts 

payable by negotiation or any other ways.  

Next is buying or selling stock. Although stock market is not yet eventful, it is still where 

can bring more profit for investors. When company have much money, they can invest in a 

type of stock, and on the contrary, they can sell it easy to ensure the ability of liquidity.  

Finally, financial manager of company have to have ability in calculating and valuating 

rightly all main financial ratios. He always know clearly about the situation of interest rate 

of many banks on the market or investment tools, as well as cost of it or transactions. What 

help manager can make exactly decision in right time for company.  
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5.4.2. Account Receivable Management 

5.4.2.1 Management the time limit of credit 

The time limit of credit is the maximum period that a company allows customers to 

purchase products not yet paid. Over this deadline, if customer still unpaid, the debts is 

considered overdue. A changing time limit policy may be extended or shortened term 

credit sales. The policies to extended deadline aim to attract more customers and 

contribution to revenue and ultimately increase profitability. Conversely, a shorter-term 

policy that reduces credit sales aim to shortened average collection period thereby saves 

the cost of investment in receivables. 

In this case of HUD1, we recognized that the account receivable of company is very high 

(about 30 percent of total asset) so reduce the time of credit will make the huge better 

change in profit of company. To do this, the company should have a careful preparation in 

negotiation meetings with customers. Building a good relationship with customer may help 

HUD1 gains advantage in collecting its account receivable on time. However, when 

applications in HUD1, the CFO should coordinate with the sales manager and the 

marketing research department to accurately estimate the input parameters includes: 

• Estimate the rate of change in revenue when change the terms of credit 

• Estimate the change in the average collection period when change the terms of 

credit 

• Estimate the change in accounts receivable due to the impact of both factors change 

in revenue and change the average collection period  

• Estimating the opportunity costs of accounts receivable. 

Based on the estimated statistics, the CFO can determine the change in profits and costs to 

decide to pursue a correct policy. It should be noted that a policy of extending or 

shortening the term credit sales only appropriate in the given facts and circumstances of the 

market. When market conditions change, input parameters will change and as a result the 

term of credit policies no longer is appropriate as initial calculations. Then the CFO should 

implement review procedures and decide a new credit policy to appropriate with the new 

situation. 

5.4.2.2 Management the discount rate for early payment 

Company may pursue policy to increase the discount rate aim to reduce the average 

collection period, thereby reducing accounts receivable and savings invested cost in 
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accounts receivable. In this case of HUD 1, we suggest that the company should have 

policy in negotiation with customers to encourage them to pay early, or partner with them 

in resolving receivables. The company should use cash discount to encourage customers to 

pay before the due date; the cash discount policy may help HUD1 to improve recovery 

time of credit sale (Days Sales Outstanding – DSO).  

In addition, the company should proactively contact customers sooner to work on accounts 

receivable instead of waiting until the expiration date of invoice payment. This not only 

helps companies better manage receivables but also maintain good relationships with 

customers. 

5.4.3. Account Payable Management 

Most experts estimated that small busines usually has about 40 percent of financing on 

trade credit – the money which owes from suppliers. In the situation of HUD1, we suggest 

that the company should get the best out of account payable to optimal the profitability of 

the firm and find out the most suitable solution to manage firm’s account payable, and 

from that contribute positively to cash flow as well as maintain the relationship with 

supplier. 

This research suggests that HUD1 should use some efficiency way below to improve in 

managing account payable management: 

 Negotiate with suppliers to get the best payment term 

When a firm waits for suppliers’ bills, this firm might lost many opportunities to 

negotiating. A longer payment term is an opportunity to improve cash flow of the firm. In 

this situation, the sector usually is used most for payment term is “net 30 days”. It means 

that HUD1 have to pay within 30 days from the day that the material is delivered. From 

that, HUD1 might simply negotiate with their suppliers lengthen their term for a payment 

to gain the extra 30 days for. Moreover, HUD1 can also can required with suppliers that 

the firm could have a discount if they can prepay full amount of payment following the 

contract ahead of time. Based on that, their cost of goods sold will be decrease and profit 

also can be go up.   

HUD1 could manage its accounts payables more effectively by using trade credit and take 

advantage from the credit period to minimize the cost of funds. Another difficult decision 
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at here is whether pay within the discount period or pay by the end of the payment due 

period is better. 

 Figure out the benefit of early-payment discounts:  

The early-payment discount seems to be more profitable than any other way which the 

company can invest corporate money. The discounts money is putted indirectly into the 

company’s net income as the decrease of cost of goods sold. Thus, HUD1 could salvage 

the early-  payment discount to accelerate their profit.  

 Stretchs the account payable, but maintain the credit rating: 

The firm tend to pay bills as late as possible but should not doing something which 

jeopardize the relationships with it’s vendors. Credit rating is created through the operating 

period of firm; the higher credit rating, the higher trust and willing from supplier to give 

the firm on credit. Therefore, HUD1 should concern to credit rating and keep it as high as 

possible.  

5.4.4. Inventory 

In the part of finding and analysis, two models have been run to determine the method as 

well as the optimal level for Inventory account of HUD1 Company based on assumptions 

matched with real situation. However, we want to provide some more recommendations in 

this part for managing company’s inventory to achieve the most efficient improvement.  

Firstly, the company should apply two above models along with calculated index. For Just- 

in-time (JIT), this is an ideal model to decrease inventory costs and create high revenue 

when the firm uses in the effective way. For Production order quantity (POQ) model, it 

allows businesses to know the optimal order quantity in an order along with maximum 

inventory amount. A combination of two models not only helps the organization order the 

reasonable amount of material but also save many types of costs. Besides, the company can 

create some policies to encourage employers to save electricity and other possible items 

when they does not use because small savings contribute to a significant decrease of 

unnecessary expenses. Finally, inventory manager needs to have knowledge ability to 

understand about inventory management, calculate and predict correctly the optimal 

inventory quantity and reasonable order quantity as well as know how to cut costs related 

inventory at the lowest for the company. 
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5.4.5. Optimal financing strategy 

From analysis Vietnam’s economic circumstance and the financial perspective, we 

released that the company always has a shortage in working capital. According the result 

from calculate effective cost of credit trade in chapter 4, it is too high. If HUD1 uses trade 

credit as a source of financing, it will be less effective. From financial statement, we seen 

that the bank loans are not met demand in this account. Besides the company has limited 

sources so it hasn’t initiative and flexible choices. To resolve this problem, we recommend 

that HUD1 need give a program of developing in short-term credit among companies 

which are HUD’s subsidiaries. In this program, companies will advantage the differences 

of working capital demand among subsidiaries. This will make opportunities for 

companies having cheaper capital sources; avoid the stagnant situation and wasting sources 

in working capital. On the other hand, HUD1 need also research about issue bonds in order 

to attract long -term capital on the future stock market.  

In addition, following information from website thoibaonganhang.vn, commercial banks 

will adjust lending interest rate in accordance to the reduction of the borrowing interest rate 

in 2013. And some change in trade credit or negotiable term will help the company utilized 

using capital in effective way. So HUD1 should strengthen to using debts to finance the 

working capital. But if the working capital rely too much on debt, it will face for shortage 

in liquidity.  

5.5. LIMITATION OF THE RESEARCH 

There are some limitation which our research group have met in working process for 

finding and analysis. Firstly, although there are many researches about working capital of 

business, they hardly remind about the industry index, in almost financial website also 

don’t have given data. So the research group is difficult to find out the exactly index for 

whole industry to make comparison in analyzing HUD1’s ratios. Consequently, we 

calculated the average data of 10 companies which have chosen by same size and field 

with HUD1 Company as the peer index, it’s also some unavoidable errors.  

The second is about the directly interaction with HUD1 Company. When we collected data 

from company, sometime it didn’t unify together. Then we have to rearrange and chosen 

the most suitable data with our research. Besides, because of some company’s security 

policies, we can’t approach depth closely with some special data, although we tried to 
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implement the in-depth interview via mail, telephone or face-to-face with some staffs in 

financial department of company. So some variances in research we have to make 

suppositions, or calculate indirectly through other relative indexes. Additionally, the case 

of HUD1 has not been approached in any researches before, therefore, it might be lack of 

objectivity and faced with biases. These biases would affect not only the readers or 

researchers but also the result and recommendation of the research itself. Accordingly, all 

recommendations might not have been completely indicated of actual HUD1 in Vietnam’s 

practice.  

Along with two main reasons, the researchers have also met some other difficulties, 

including: time, experience and knowledge.  The study has been conducted within a period 

of four months, thus it is not enough in term of time for the group to implement many 

stages in the whole process of research and have a fully worked-out project. Furthermore, 

limitations of experience and knowledge have been determined as research limitations for 

most young researchers. All members of the group are senior students of FPT University. 

As a result, experience and knowledge that the group has is not deep enough. In the stages 

of data collection and findings and analysis, we ask for help from our supervisor as well as 

need to learn on the websites and previous studies. These have been partly affected on the 

research process. 

5.6. FUTURE OF RESEARCH 

The research focus on finding and analysis the real situation in managing working capital 

of HUD1 Company in building and investment industrial in Vietnam. Then help company 

improve and find out the optimal level for their working capital in the future. Besides, the 

research also want to emphasize the importance of working capital in any enterprise. 

Furthermore, the effect of working capital on liquidity and profitability should be 

considered carefully in Vietnam to form deeper understanding about this important factor 

along with other factors in business, especially after overcoming the financial crisis. In the 

future, the research may be expanded with new directions. These should be an in-depth 

management in each component of working capital such as Inventory, account receivables 

and others. Another direction is the efficiency of capital structure to finance for working 

capital. These directions are potential and in closely relation with this research topic. 
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APPENDIX 

Statistic of 10 companies and efficiency ratios:  

2010 2011 2012 2013

Total current assets 56,845                       75,445            108,541     

Account Payable 34,746          24,659                       67,167            97,720       

Account Receivable 33,080          27,573                       32,601            74,769       

Inventory 17,107          10,514                       15,299            10,614       

Cost of goods sold 27,307                       81,213            104,254     

Net sales 76,571             33,254                       95,584            131,506     

ART 1.10                            3.18                 2.45            

APT 0.92                            1.77                 1.26            

Inventory turnover 1.98                            6.29                 8.05            

AR turnover in day 333                             115                  149             

AP turnover in day 397                             206                  289             

Inventory turnover in day 185                             58                     45                

Operating cycle & CCC 120                             (33)                   (94)              

VE9

 

 

 

2010 2011 2012 2013

Total current assets 169,692                     189,448           168,389      

Account Payable 37,898              52,582                        99,145             92,048        

Account Receivable 32,736              61,132                        91,827             103,437      

Inventory 35,895              19,457                        47,365             40,464        

Cost of goods sold 33,382                        39,484             88,715        

Net sales 29,476              32,983                        45,792             95,986        

ART 0.70                            0.599               0.983          

APT 0.74                            0.52                 0.93            

Inventory turnover 1.21                            1.18                 2.02            

AR turnover in day 519                             610                   371              

AP turnover in day 495                             701                   393              

Inventory turnover in day 303                             309                   181              

Operating cycle & CCC 327                             217                   159              

SDD
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2010 2011 2012 2013

Total current assets 1,029,943                  1,037,558       981,489      

Account Payable 862,281         831,047                     939,777           887,219      

Account Receivable 451,194         471,906                     421,104           424,681      

Inventory 163,895         402,054                     522,514           470,633      

Cost of goods sold 617,222                     344,011           243,559      

Net sales 721,975           710,062                     379,240           208,674      

ART 1.538                          0.85                 0.49            

APT 0.73                            0.39                 0.27            

Inventory turnover 2.18                            0.74                 0.49            

AR turnover in day 237                             430                   740              

AP turnover in day 501                             939                   1,369          

Inventory turnover in day 167                             490                   744              

Operating cycle & CCC (96)                              (19)                   115              

PVV

 

 

2010 2011 2012 2013

Total current assets 643,672                     690,933           652,465      

Account Payable 708,672         486,872                     534,953           501,134      

Account Receivable 208,198         168,482                     211,918           148,515      

Inventory 554,194         408,395                     410,388           382,683      

Cost of goods sold 668,122                     323,163           334,681      

Net sales 553,805           767,085                     378,371           362,633      

ART 4.07                            1.99                 2.01            

APT 1.12                            0.63                 0.65            

Inventory turnover 1.39                            0.79                 0.84            

AR turnover in day 90                                183                   181              

AP turnover in day 327                             577                   565              

Inventory turnover in day 263                             462                   432              

Operating cycle & CCC 26                                69                     49                

HU3
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2010 2011 2012 2013

Total current assets 399,180           327,502                     239,820           277,700      

Account Payable 498,471         491,620                     434,584           441,479      

Account Receivable 68,735           59,739                        40,613             44,886        

Inventory 183,799         179,391                     137,828           165,179      

Cost of goods sold 189,202           37,864                        87,838             (4,163)         

Net sales 252,265           68,984                        126,584           27,328        

ART 1.07                            2.52                 0.64            

APT 0.08                            0.19                 (0.01)           

Inventory turnover 0.21                            0.55                 (0.03)           

AR turnover in day 340                             145                   571              

AP turnover in day 4,772                          1,924               (38,405)       

Inventory turnover in day 1,751                          659                   (13,283)       

Operating cycle & CCC -                    (2,682)                         (1,121)              25,693        

SDU

 

 

2010 2011 2012 2013

Total current assets 619,454                     675,120           697,110      

Account Payable 152,981         387,612                     456,380           460,266      

Account Receivable 123,653         230,367                     204,826           220,843      

Inventory 116,830         322,246                     368,989           386,497      

Cost of goods sold 421,939                     437,728           441,371      

Net sales 394,306           535,548                     529,561           538,347      

ART 3.03                            2.43                 2.53            

APT 1.56                            1.04                 0.96            

Inventory turnover 1.92                            1.27                 1.17            

AR turnover in day 121                             150                   144              

AP turnover in day 234                             352                   379              

Inventory turnover in day 190                             288                   312              

Operating cycle & CCC 77                                86                     78                

SD2
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2010 2011 2012 2013

Total current assets 256,821           357,453                     487,768           463,879      

Account Payable 242,462         332,722                     468,757           435,784      

Account Receivable 22,818           101,468                     149,961           226,097      

Inventory 117,565         227,051                     326,704           213,670      

Cost of goods sold 340,901           481,501                     594,820           719,623      

Net sales 379,654           518,798                     630,446           754,757      

ART 8.35                            5.01                 4.01            

APT 1.6743                        1.48                 1.59            

Inventory turnover 2.79                            2.15                 2.66            

AR turnover in day 44                                73                     91                

AP turnover in day 218                             246                   229              

Inventory turnover in day 131                             170                   137              

Operating cycle & CCC (44)                              (3)                      (1)                 

VC6

 

 

2010 2011 2012 2013

Total current assets 366,678                     420,667           483,391      

Account Payable 337,513         343,333                     407,512           459,521      

Account Receivable 210,165         190,126                     301,142           344,033      

Inventory 121,980         118,819                     75,914             86,662        

Cost of goods sold 641,612                     660,470           686,233      

Net sales 707,096                     743,979           784,019      

ART 3.53                            3.03                 2.43            

APT 1.88                            1.76                 1.58            

Inventory turnover 5.33                            6.78                 8.44            

AR turnover in day 103                             121                   150              

AP turnover in day 194                             207                   231              

Inventory turnover in day 68                                54                     43                

Operating cycle & CCC (22)                              (33)                   (37)               

VCC
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2010 2011 2012 2013

Total current assets 406,424           434,465                     332,206           271,649      

Account Payable 365,860         388,283                     304,623           236,806      

Account Receivable 188,306         217,343                     154,073           113,299      

Inventory 207,524         202,194                     149,581           127,786      

Cost of goods sold 919,193           1,178,573                  1,460,302       1,559,802  

Net sales 953,889           1,228,842                  1,511,562       1,593,895  

ART 6.06                            8.14                 11.92          

APT 3.13                            5.39                 11.67          

Inventory turnover 5.75                            8.30                 11.25          

AR turnover in day 60                                45                     31                

AP turnover in day 117                             68                     31                

Inventory turnover in day 63                                44                     32                

Operating cycle & CCC 7                                  21                     32                

UIC

 

2010 2011 2012 2013

Total current assets 229,794                     290,101           386,011      

Account Payable 187,664         215,057                     275,431           307,477      

Account Receivable 106,205         94,113                        137,158           214,806      

Inventory 76,271           98,227                        139,027           159,211      

Cost of goods sold 296,548                     243,279           371,662      

Net sales 339,066                     285,790           413,158      

ART 3.39                            2.47                 2.35            

APT 1.47                            0.99                 1.28            

Inventory turnover 3.40                            2.05                 2.49            

AR turnover in day 108                             148                   155              

AP turnover in day 248                             368                   286              

Inventory turnover in day 107                             178                   146              

Operating cycle & CCC (33)                              (42)                   16                

S74

 

Year ROA ROE EPS Cash Ratio 

2011 0.02 0.1 -0.41 -0.37 

2012 -0.01 -0.03 -0.62 -0.08 

2013 -0.01 -0.03 1.63 0.38 
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Balance sheet  

Unit: million VND 

  2011 2012 2013 

Asset       

Short term Asset 1,129,690 782,707 792,165.5 

Cash and cash equivalent 81,345.78 24,080.6 39,528.7 

Cash and cash equivalent 78345.78 24080.6 39528.7 

Cash equivalent 3000 0 0 

Short term Investment 0 0 4500 

Accounts receiivable - short-term 299,316.9 201,417.5 269,173.6 

Accounts receivable - trade 248,931.3 156,960.2 212,192.9 

Prepayments to suppliers 47,711.7 39,544.5 48,007.9 

Other receivables 2735.9 5415.9 9475.9 

Allowance for doubtful debts -62.1 -503.2 -503.2 

Inventories 716,344.5 549,364.9 463,088.8 

Other current assets 32,682.5 7,843.9 15,874.4 

Short-term prepayments 0 0 0 

Deductible value added tax 4,586.5 0 0 

Taxes and other receivables from State  237.3 134.0 0 

Other current assets 27,858.8 7,709.9 15,874.4 

Long-term assets 43,342.3 42,869.9 36,290.2 

Accounts receivable - long-term 0 0 0 

Fixed Asset 17,580.3 9,340.6 7,902.3 

Tangible fixed assets 15,530.2 8,859.7 7,421.4 

Cost 32,245.5 14,380.5 13,939.6 

Accumulated depreciation -16,715.2 -5,520.8 -6,518.2 

Intangible fixed assets 1,776.4 0 0 

Cost 1,776.4 0 0 

Contruction in progress 273.7 480.9 480.9 

Invesment property 0 0 0 

Long-term Investments 15,824.1 33,136.7 28,050.4 

Investment in subsidiaries 0 18,156 18,156 

Investment in associates, join-ventures 824.1 1,000 1,000 

Other long-term investments 15,000 18,000 13,000 

Other long-term assets 0 0 0 

Other Assets 9,937.8 392.6 337.5 

Long-term prepayments 9813.406 392.6379 337.5295 

Deferred Tax Assets 124.4 0 0 

Total assets 1,173,032 825,577 828,455.7 

Resources 0 0 0 

Liabilities 972,527.4 653,450.8 666,888.6 

Current liabilities 967,360.1 652,550.8 666,888.6 
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Short-term borrowings and liabilites 250,149.8 279,160.8 268,743.2 

Account payable-trade 450,430.2 195,788.1 151,256.3 

Advance from customers 204,203.2 682,51.4 75,273.9 

Taxes payable to State Treasury 10,197.7 15,650.6 25,109.6 

Payables to employees 3,993.1 2,477.7 0 

Accrued expenses 5,961 2,918.7 621.8 

Other payables 40,467.9 83,701.3 140,790.9 

Bonus and welfare 1,957.2 4,602.2 5,092.9 

Long-term borrowings and liabilities 5,167.2 900 0 

Long-term borrowings and liabilities 5,038 900 0 

Allowance for doubtful debts 129.2 0 0 

Equity 200,504.6 172,126.2 161,567.2 

Equity 180,543.8 172,126.2 161,567.2 

Share capital 100,000 100,000 100,000 

Capital surplus 23,300.4 23,300.4 23,300.4 

Investment and development funds 3,095.4 23,526.7 23,526.7 

Financial reserves 2,889.4 6,186.9 7,142.7 

Retained profits 51,258.5 19,112.1 7,597.3 

Minority interest 19,960.9 0 0 

Total Resources 1,173,032 825,577 828,455.7 

Expenditure 0 0 0 

Total revenue 1,150,653 465,380.1 585,352.9 

Less sales deductions 0 0 0 

Net sale 1150,653 465,380.1 585,352.9 

Cost of sales 1,018,997 400,981.7 557,012.1 

Gross profit 131,656.4 64,398.42 28,340.76 

Financial income 5,803.5 2,259.2 898.15 

Financial expenses 19,994.2 12,290.88 7,429.11 

In which: interest expenses 19,502 8,266 7,342.8 

Selling expenses 0 0 0 

General and administration expenses 45,757.4 21,552.32 15,852.23 

Net operating profit 71,708.2 32,814.42 5,957.58 

Other income 1,706.6 377.9 3,645.85 

Other expenses 1,288.4 5,484.4 0.000501 

Other profit 418.2 0 3,645.85 

Share of profit in associates and jointy controlled 
entites -110.4 -5,106.46 0 

Profit before tax 72,016 27,708 9,603.43 

Income tax expense - current 17,844 8,592.05 2,250.86 

Income tax expense - deferred 32.67 0 0 

Net Profit 54,139.3 19,115.92 7,352.6 

Minority interest 1,037.8 0 0 

Equity holders of the Company 53,101.4 0 0 

Basic earnings per share 0.00531 0.001912 0.000735 
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Working capital and Liquidity 

                                 Company

Ratios 2011 2012 2013

Cash & cash equivalent 81,346 24,081 39,529

CA 1,129,690 782,707 792,165

CL 967,527 652,550 666,888

Inventory 716,345 549,365 463,089

Cash ratio 0.084076 0.036903 0.059274

Current ratio 1.167606 1.199459 1.187853

Quick ratio 0.427218 0.357585 0.49345

HU1

 

                                 Company

Ratios 2,011            2,012            2,013            

Cash & cash equivalent 23,553          28,100          32,597          

CA 388,176        421,237        429,801        

CL 286,909        339,878        338,319        

Inventory 169,085        186,668        177,807        

Cash ratio 0.14               0.12               0.11               

Current ratio 1.69               1.31               1.33               

Quick ratio 1.05               0.81               0.87               

Average industry

 

Cash & cash equivalent 6,720 13,944 1,130

CA 183,065 256,507 269,366

CL 73,422 161,025 173,743

Inventory 71,442 116,724 122,520

Cash ratio 0.09         0.09         0.01         

Current ratio 2.49         1.59         1.55         

Quick ratio 1.52         0.87         0.85         

 

CA 56,845 75,445 108,541

CL 24,659 67,197 97,720

Inventory 17,984 15,299 10,614

Cash ratio 0.13         0.29         0.17         

Current ratio 2.31         1.12         1.11         

Quick ratio 1.58         0.90         1.00         
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                                 Company

Ratios 2011 2012 2013

Cash & cash equivalent 27,529 654 4,154

CA 169,692 189,448 168,389

CL 52,582 99,145 92,048

Inventory 40,464 47,365 19,457

Cash ratio 0.52         0.01         0.05         

Current ratio 3.23         1.91         1.83         

Quick ratio 2.46         1.43         1.62         

SDD

 

CA 1,029,943 1,037,558 981,489

CL 831,047 939,777 887,219

Inventory 402,054 522,514 470,633

Cash ratio 0.03         0.01         0.03         

Current ratio 1.24         1.10         1.11         

Quick ratio 0.76         0.55         0.58         

 

                                 Company

Ratios 2011 2012 2013

Cash & cash equivalent 17,641 16,068 46,795

CA 643,672 690,933 652,465

CL 486,872 534,953 459,787

Inventory 408,395 410,388 382,683

Cash ratio 0.04         0.03         0.10         

Current ratio 1.32         1.29         1.42         

Quick ratio 0.48         0.52         0.59         

HU3

 

CA 619,454  675,120  697,110  

CL 387,612  456,380  460,266  

Inventory 322,246  368,989  386,497  

Cash ratio 0.09         0.14         0.10         

Current ratio 1.60         1.48         1.51         

Quick ratio 0.77         0.67         0.67         
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                                 Company

Ratios 2011 2012 2013

Cash & cash equivalent 18,203    41,045    28,187    

CA 302,067  275,042  242,194  

CL 219,922  203,805  184,904  

Inventory 174,539  109,589  87,715    

Cash ratio 0.08         0.20         0.15         

Current ratio 1.37         1.35         1.31         

Quick ratio 0.58         0.81         0.84         

THG

 

CA 280,550  301,544  309,053  

CL 234,583  253,550  260,505  

Inventory 36,611    60,873    52,074    

Cash ratio 0.17         0.31         0.38         

Current ratio 1.20         1.19         1.19         

Quick ratio 1.04         0.95         0.99         

 

                                 Company

Ratios 2011 2012 2013

Cash & cash equivalent 38,899    38,192    42,671    

CA 366,678  420,667  483,391  

CL 343,333  407,512  459,521

Inventory 118,891  75,914    86,662    

Cash ratio 0.11         0.09         0.09         

Current ratio 1.07         1.03         1.05         

Quick ratio 0.72         0.85         0.86         

VCC

 

                                 Company

Ratios 2011 2012 2013

Cash & cash equivalent 23,024    4,878       9,080       

CA 229,794  290,101  386,011  

CL 215,057  275,431  307,477

Inventory 98,227    139,027  159,211  

Cash ratio 0.11         0.02         0.03         

Current ratio 1.07         1.05         1.26         

Quick ratio 0.61         0.55         0.74         

S74

 

      

 

 


